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-Prefacethis thesis is an attempt to determine the eolidarltj of the Xnter-Amerloan system during the consideration
of the Spanish question in the United Bâtions Qenerai
Assembly.

The claim has been made repeatedly that the

United States exercises a dominating control of the
Inter-Amexioan system.

It is hoped that this study has

presented evidence that the United States has not domin
ated the views and activities of the other twenty repub
lics of the Western Hemisphere on the Spanish question.
These aspects of the Spanish question are still contem
porary, and therefore it is necessary first of all to
determine wha^ has happened.

To the historian, with

information that will be available later, is left the
task of determining why these developments occurred.
It is the writer^s wish to acknowledge the generous
assistance of Dr. Robert Turner, whose supervision and
advice were invaluable in writing this thesis.

Grati

tude is also extended to Alvaro Teixeira Soares, Alter
nate Representative of Brasil to the United Mations, for
providing the materials that made it possible to write
Chapter YII of this thesis.
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Chapter I
Zntrodtiotloii

I
The Inter-Amerloan eyetem la the oldest existing
regional arrangement In the world.

It Includes the twenty-

one republics of the Western Hemisphere:

Argentina» Boliv

ia, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rloa, Cuba, the Domini
can Eepubllo, Souador, SI Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Hon
duras, Mexico, Hlcaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Pern, the
Dblted States, Uruguay, and Tenesuela. Canada Is

the only

Independent nation In the Western Hemisphere not Included
in the Inter-American system; as a dominion In the British
Commonwealth of Mations, Canada does not belong and has
never belonged to the Inter-American system.

All colonial

possessions of European Powers are alsoexoluded.
The Inter-American regional system has Its basis not
only In the geographical relationship of the nations in
the Hew World, but also In the fact that in the 18th and
19th centuries the Inter-Amerloan states developed almost
together from a colonial status to become sovereign states.
A great part of eastern South America lies In close prox
imity to the Eastern Hemisphere, and distances are shorter
between these parts of South America and Europe than be
tween the United States and these parts of South America.

-3BoweTer, the distance factor eaa early overcome by the
American nations because of a mutual Interest in maintain
ing their freedom from Burope.
The cultural* religious* social* linguistic* and his
torical ties between the Roman Catholic Hispanio American
countries and the predominately Protestant Anglo-Saxon
Cnited States are few indeed.

Ties of culture* blood*

language* religion and history bind most of Eispanio
America to Qpain.

Brasil is related to its mother country

of Portugal in language* religion* race* history* and cul
ture.

Haiti has a predominantly legro population with a

yrench language and culture,

gative Indian blood is more

prominent in Hispanic America than in the United States
where almost all traces of the aboriginal have been elim
inated in the national racial coo^lexion.

Hon-lhites are

a minority in the United States* while White creoles are
often a minority rather than a majority in Hispanic Ameri
ca.

(The exceptions are Argentina* Chile* Costa Rica* and

Uruguay.} As a result of a large immigration in the 19th *
century* the population of the United States became mostly
Buropean.

Hispanio America also received European immigra

tion at that time but in lesser numbers.

n
The Intef-Ameyloaa eye tern vae founded on the fact
that the United Statee emerged in the 19th century ae a
huXwarh against European imperialism.

The Monroe Doctrine

in 1823 declared that the United Statee mas opposed to fur
ther Muropean or Aeiatio colonisation in the Western Hemis
phere » and sinoe that t i M the Doctrine has been a continu
ous policy of the United States#

However, the Monroe Doc

trine was not a self-denial policy of the Ihiited States;
it in no way limited United States freedom of action in
the Western Hemisphere.

Acquisitions of huge areas of

Mexican territory, for example, were the results of United
Utates aggression and expansion.

Hispanio Americans have

often assailed the Monroe Doctrine for reserving the Wes
tern Hemisphere as a colonial preserve for United States
exploitation.
The Inter-American system as an international regio%&al organisation dates from the first Inter-American @onference held at Washington, D. 0. in 1889 and 1890, the
first of several suoh Inter-Amerloan Conferences to be
held under auspices of the Fan-Amerioan Union.^

The

United States at that time was becoming a great economic
^Arthur F. Whitaker, «Develoi»ient of American
Regionalism — The Organisation of American States,*
International Oonolliatlon. Wo. 469, March 1951,
pp. 126-127, Carnegie Endowment For International
Peace, lew York.

and military power^ meeding oXoeer ocmtaotc with Eispanio
Amerloa to promote its military, eoonomlo, and political
asoendanoy.

A form of United States hemispheric hegemony

In the form of Dollar Dlplraacy and ^ e Roosevelt Corel*
lary was the first result of the new Pan^Amerloan program*
Hispanio American Indignation at Dnlted States inter
ventionist policies resulted in the beginnings of a liqui
dation of United States Imperialism after World War I.
Charles Svans Hughes, as Secretary of State, attempted to
negotiate treaties for the peaceful settlement of InterAmerican disputes and the codification of Inter-Amerloan
international law*

nevertheless, at the Inter-Amerloan

Conference at Havana In 1928, Hughes announced that the
United States Intended to retain Its *right* of interven
tion in the Hemisphere*

Later, however, Henry L. Stlmson,

the Secretary of State during the Hoover administration,
took steps to remove United States Marines from Hlcaragua
and Haiti while at the same time laying down a policy of
de faoto recognition of Inter-Amerloan relations.
Growing Hispanic American opposition to United States
imperialism and European efforts to revive a cultural union
of Spain with the Hew World (Hlspanldad, Hispanisme, and
Pan Latlnism) partially led to the ^Good neighbor* policy
Inaugurated during the early days of the Hew Deal.

The

«•5-*
Good Veighbor Policy# promulgated by Cordell Hull# repudi
ated United States supervision of the internal affairs of
small Hispanio imexioan States# and at the Montevideo Conrferenoe in 1933# he announced that the %ited States wished
to be a good nei^bor.

As an offering of good faith# the

United States delegation made no effort to dominate the
Conference# thus ushering in a new era of Xnter-Amerioan
relations.

2

Ill
The Inter-American system was recognised as a regional
organisation by the league of Mations Covenant in an effort
to make the Covenant acceptable to the United States Oongress.

3

Article 21 of the Covenant provided:

Mothing in this Covenant shall be deemed to affeot
the validity of international engagements# such as
treaties of arbitration or regional understandings
like the Monroe Doctrine# for securing and the
maintenance of the peace.
After the failure of the League and at the conclusion
of World War %%# another attempt was made to set up a work
able international organisation*

The Dumbarton Oaks Oon-

^Samuel F. Bemis# The Latin American Policy of the
United States> Mew fork# Haroourt# Brace and Company# 1§4S# Ôh. Ill# xy# pp. 202-225# 256-275.
Also# Laurence Duggan# The Americas. Mew York#
Henry fiolt and Company# 1949# pp. 55-67.
® David Hunter Miller# The Drafting of the Covenant.
Mew York# 0. P. Putnam's S o n s # 28# Vol. 1#
pp. 276-277.

Texsatlons (1944), the first step* toward creating an i%&tematlonaX organisation for the post^World War 21 world,
resulted in several proposals in which régionalisa was
paid spécial deference as a factor in international peace
and security.

This was a recognition of the Inter-

American system and of United States interest in its
perpetuation.

Of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, Seotion 0

(Regional Arrangements) of Chapter Till (haintenanoe of
International Peace and Security} provideds
1. nothing in the Charter should preclude the exis
tence of regional arrangements or agencies for deal
ing with such matters relating to the maintenance of
international peace and security as are appropriate
for regional action, provided suoh arrangements or
agencies and their activities are consistent with
the purposes and principles of the Organisation.
The Security Council should encourage settlement
of local disputes through such regional arrange
ments or by suoh region^ agencies, either on the
initiative of the states concerned or by reference
from the Security Council.
2. The Security Council should, where appropriate,
utilise such arrangements or agencies for enforce
ment action under its authority, but no enforcement
action should be taken under regional arrangements
or by regional agencies without the authorization
of the Security Council.
3« The Security Council should at all times be
kept fully informed of activities undertaken or
in contemplation under regional arrangements or
by regional agencies for the maintenance of in^
ternational peace and security.*
^United Rations, Yearbook. 1943-47, p. 8.

-7All nations signing the United Batioae Declarations
or at war with the Axis were invited to the United Hâtions
Conference on International Organization held at 8an Franoisoo in 1945*

At first this Invitation inoltded every

Inter-American state except Argentina, hut latex Argen
tina was Invited after its declaration of war against
Germany and Japan.

At the San Francisco Conference, the

Hispanic Amerioan states showed their interest in promot
ing, within the framework of the United Hâtions, regional
arrangements to settle Inter-American (local) disputes

g
and to provide for regional co-operation*

The United

States delegation, too, worked for the recognition of
regional arrangements and organizations on the ground
that they would strengthen the United Hâtions organiza
tion.®
^For resolutions on regionalism introduced hy the
states of Bolivia, Brasil, Chile, Costa Eica,
Colombia, Cuba, Souador, Guatemala, Mexico,
Paraguay, and Venezuela, see;
UHCIO, Documents. United Hâtions Information
Organization, kew fork, 1945, Vol. XII, pp.
767-784*
^United Ctates, Department of State, Report to
the President on the Results of the San Franois0 o" donfere^noe* py the ciiairman of" the U. S.
Delegation* the Secretary of State. Publioaiion 3349, Conference Series ?1, p. 101.

-aThe United £atlone Charter gives recognition to region
al arrangement# euoh as the Inter-Amerloan system*

Article

51 of Chapter VII provides:
Uothlng in the present Charter shall impair the
inherent right of Individual or collective selfdefense if an armed attack occurs against a Mem
ber of the United satlons, until the Seouxity
Council has taken the measures necessary to main
tain international peace and security. Measures
taken by Members in the exercise of this rigkt
of self-defense shall be immediately reported to
the Security Council and shall not in <my way
affect the authority and responsibility of the
Security Council under the present Charter to
take at any time such action as It deems neces
sary in order to maintain or restore internation
al peace and security.?
Article 51 authorizes Individual or collective self-defense
against aggression^ pending Security authorization^ where
as » the Dumbarton Oaks proposais would have compelled mo
tions (or regional arrangements) to wait until they had
received Security Council authorization for such notion.
Articles 53» 53» and 54 provide for regional co-opera
tion and settlement of disputes» all within regional ar
rangements» and are typical of the proposals made by the
Inter-American states at the San Francisco Conference*
Article 53 provides;
^United Hâtions» Yearbook * 1943-47 * p. 51.
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1. Sothlng la the present Charter preoludes the
ezleteaoe of regloiml arrangements or agenoles for
dealing with suoh natters relating to the mainten
ance of International peace and secarlty as are
appropriate for reglraal aetlra» provided that suoh
arrangements or agenoles and their aotlvltles are
consistent with the Purposes and Principles of the
Cnlted Bstlons,
3. The Itenbers of the Baited gâtions entering Into
such arrangements or constituting such agencies
shall make every effort to achieve pacific settle
ment of local disputes through such regional ar
rangements or by such regional agencies before
referring them to the Security Oouncll.
3. The Security Council shall encourage the de
velopment of pacific settlement of local disputes
through such regional arrangements or by suoh
regional agenoles either on the Initiative of the
states oonoeraed or by reference frms the Security
Oouncll.
4. This Article in no way impairs the application
of Artleles 34 and 35.»
Article S3 provides;
1. The Security Oounoll sMll, vAere appropriate,
utilise suoh regional arrangements or agencies for
enforcement action under its authority. But no enforoMsent action shall be taken under regional arrangmsents or by regional agencies without the au
thorization of the Security Council, with the ex
ception of measures against any enemy state, as de
fined la paragraph 2 of this Article, provided for
pursuant to Article 107 or In regional arrangements
dlreoted against renewal of aggressive policy on
the part of any suoh state, until suoh time as the
Organization may, on request of the Govemsents
concerned, be charged with the responsibility for
preventing further aggression by such a state.

Slbld.. p. 837.
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S. The t e n enemy etate &e need In paragraph 1 of
thle Article appliee to any state which during the
Seoond World War hae been an enemy of u y eignatory
of the present Charter.*
Article 54 proTides:
The Security Oounoil shall at all times be kept
fully informed of aotivltlee undertaken or in eon*
templatioa under regional arrw^ments or by region
al agenoies for the,maintenanoe of international
peace and security.
These articles provide for regional oo-operation and the
11
settlement of disputes by regional arrangements.
%bi^d.. p. 837.
^°Ibid.. p. 837.
^ T h e Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and
Peace held at Kezioo City, Xexioo, in Pebruary and
March,.1945, further buttressed the Znter-Amerioan
system with a joint defense treaty (Aot of Chapultepeo) in ease of aggression against any one of them.
Argentina alone of the Inter-American states did not
participate, but later adhered to this paot, declar
ed war against the Axis, and participated in the San
Pranoisoo Oonferenee. The Inter-American (treaty)
system was further strengthened by an Inter-Amerioan
Oonferenoe held in Rio de Janeiro, Brasil in 1947,
resulting in the Inter-Arnerioan Treaty of Reciprocal
Assietanoe (Rio Treaty) which provided for collec
tive self-defense in the event of an attack or threat
to the security of any Inter-Amerioan state. The
Rio Treaty was the first regional agreement for col
lective self-defense under Article 51 of the Charter.
See: Duggan, SS.- S Ü - » PP« 228-329.

-Il

ia 1948, a Ooafëwao# of Intez^Aaerloaa otatos held
at Bogota, Oolombta, aet up the pzesent foxa of the Xateziaerioaa ojetea toy ohaxterlng the Organisation of Aasrloan
etatem.

The Ohaxtex atateo titat the Oxpsalaatloa of Aaexi-

oaa Statea (018) la a xegloaal ageoey wlthia the Onlteâ
■atlona, and that the paxpoae of the oxganlzatloa la to
fulfill Ita xegloaal obllgatlona under the QUIted Batloaa.
The latex-laerloaa eyetea under the Oxg^nlaatlon of Aaexloaa Statea now hae a hetter adalmletxatlon than under the
older Pan-Aaerloan Valoa, the haalo atxaotuxe of the Inter13
Aaexloan eyatea hefoxe 1948.
The Qbaxtex of the Oxganlaatlen of Imexioan Statea
atlpulatea that aeahexahlp doea not Impair otollgatlona to
the United Batlona. 'BoaeTox, the Organisation of Imexloan States la not auhoxdlnate to tiie United Batlona, hut
It would he Imoxxeot to taxa the two organisations as
oo-equala almoe their relationship la more reolpxooal In
nature.

lerextheleaa, the Organization of Aaerioan Statea

la not dependent w o n the united Batiwa, and It would
oontlnue to oxlat If the united Batlona dialntegxated.
The Inter-laerioan eyatea, aa exewplifled in the Organisa
tion of Aaerioan Statea, la older hy far than the United
^^Bhltaker, og. elt.. pp. 135-144.
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Nation#.

The vaine of regional arraageaents like the

OxgaaiBatioa of Aaexioan Statee in etrengthening the Ohited
Nation# zeaain# to he #een#
Thi# atndy i# to determine the extent of Intep-Amerioan
•olldaritf and eo-opezation dnxing l&e ooneidezation of a
epeoifio problem of interest to all tiie mee&er# of the Or
ganisation of Aaerioan State# in the United Nation# Oeneral
Aeeemhly.

(Naoh of the teenty-one Inter-Amerioan repnblio#

is a member of the General A##eW)ly iduire equality of state#
is the prineipal charaoteristio.)

The question of relations

of United Nations member# with the franoo government in
Spain ha# been one of great oonoera not only to the Bispanio Aaerioan oonntrle# but also to the United State# in
the post-Vorld War II world.
The SjHinieh question was reoognized a# a United Na
tion# problem at the San Franeisco Oonferenoe (1845} and
at the Potsdam Oonferenoe (1945).

The %un Francisoo Oon

ferenoe declared governments set up by Axis armed fores#
ineligible for United Nation# meshership.^*

That declara

tion was directly aimed at the Franco regime which had
%^ i d .. pp. 135-140, 146-147.
^*United Nations, £2. pit., p. 67.
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gained power la Spain by neane of a xeTolutioa and with
tbs support of Qexaaay and Italy.

Tbs three great powers

(Qolted Kingdom, United States, and Union of Soviet Social
ist Republics) at Potsdam declared that they would not sup
port a request from the yxanoc govermwat for admission to
United Satlons membership because of the association of
^g
that government with the Axis Powers.
fhese oonferenoes,
while excluding Spain from United gâtions membership,
nevertheless left for settlement the specific problem of
relations between Spain and Ublted gâtions members.

^^Ibld.. p. 67.
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OfaAptar 1%
Tb* P aa u a sasolutioa

I
The P uaaa xesolatloa was tha fixât to ba intxodaoed
la the Oanexal AaaaabXy omooaxnlag the xalationa of mmabax natioaa wltb Pxaxwo Qpaia.

It oxigioatad in tba

aaventb maatixg of tba Qanaxal Aaaabbly's Sixth Oommittaa
bald in tomdoo on Jaanaxy 28, 1946.*

That ooaoittaa, oon-

oaxnad aith légal qoaations, mat to oeaaidax a pxoposal by
tba Seoxaiaxiat fox tba xagiatxation of txaatiaa and i%ttaxnatienal agxaaaaata.

Baxaaa Poxxaa, W*e Paaamaaian

sMdMX, asked tba ooamittea if it vara iataadad that Pxanoo
Spain should be iaxlted to aaad txaatiaa and intaxnation&l
bgxaezaata fox xagiatxation with, and publioation by, tba
Saoxataxlat.

Ha argued that it was the Cnited Batloaa'

avowed lateatloa to have nothing vhatavex to do with a
laaoist etate.

In view of Pexxas' argument, the sixth

Ooaaittaa decided to xafex the Saoxetaxiat'a proposal to
the xappoxteux fox xadxaftiag, and the Panamanian xepx^
^Bnitad Bâtions, General Assembly, Official Records.
First Part, first Ssssioa, Sixth Coaaittaa,
Boounaat A/0.1/19, p. 17.

—15—

■entatlT* was leqiwsted to submit his argument as a writ
ten proposal to the Sixth Committee.
■It the Sixth Committee's eighth meeting on rebmary
4, 1946, Portas olarlfied his earlier eontentloa by say
ing that his only interest was to insure that member na
tions had mo dealings with the franoo government, but he
added that he had no objeotions to the publioation of
2
treaties oonoluded by medjer nations with Spain.
The
Sixth CwBlttee resolved the publioation question by
reo«amending that the seoretary-generm should aooept
all treaties sent to him by non-member nations, but that
non-members should not be invited to submit treaties.
There was no objeotlom to the adoption of this reoommsndaticm, but Porras' suggestion that Col ted gâtions mem
bers speoifloally have no dealings with the Franco regime
was not included.
The Cenexal Committee, which determines the General
assembly's agenda, held Its thirteenth meeting on Febru
ary 8, 1946.

At this meeting the Panama delegation pro

posed the inoluslon on the Assembly agenda of a resolu
tion oonoexning member states' relations with franco Spain.

^Ibld.. Qooument À/O.lô/26, p. 90.
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John Fostoz Dalles (Doited States) suggested that the Osiw
ezal Committee zeooanend Assembly ezaoioatioa of a e zesolutioa, and he mas seconded hy Andni A. Ozwi^to (Soviet
Chioa).

After some ooneidezation a e Oeoezal Committee

plaoed the draft of a s Panama zesoluaon on a e Qenezal
Assembly agenda.

% e Panama zesolution, as snbmitted.

xead:
1. The Qenezal Assembly zeoalls that a e San pzanoieco Oonferenoe adopted a resolution aooording to
whioh paragraph 2 of Azaole 4 of Chapter II of a e
United Bâtions Chazar "cannot apply to Sates
whose regimes have been installed w l a a s help of
armed forces of countries whioh have fought against
the Cnited Baaons so long as tWse regime# are in
power."'
2. The General Assembly reoalls that at the Potsdam
Conference a e Oovemmeats of a e Cnited Kingdom,
a e Uni a d s a a s of Imarloa and the Union of Soviet
Sooialist Bapublios stated that they would mot sup
port a request for admission to the United Bâtions
of a e present Spanish Government "ehieh having been
founded w i a a s support of a e iris Powers, in view
of i a origins, its nature, its record and its close
association with a e aggressor sates, does not
possess a s necessary qualifications to Justify l a
admission.*
^ b i d .. General Committee, Document A/BUB/25, p. 20
^Chapter 12, Article 4, paragraph 3 reads i " a e ad
mission of any suoh sat e a membership in the
united Bâtions will be effected by a decision of
a s General Assembly upon recommendation of the
Security Oounoil." See United Bâtions, Yearbook.
1947-48. "Charter of a e United Bâtions," p. ÔÔ8.
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3. The General Aeeemhly, la endorsing these two
statements, zsooaaends that the Members ot the United
Mations shotJLd take into aoeount the letter and
spirit of these statewats in the oonduot of their
future relations with Spain. ^
At the General Assembly*s twenty-sirth meeting on Feb
ruary 9, 1946, the General Committee formally submitted the
Paaumi resolution.

During the discussion, Srio Oolban

(lorvay) introduced an amendment to substitute for the
words in paragraph 3, "take into aooonat* the words, "act
is aooordanoe with."

This change, though strengthening

tl^e Panama resolution, did not substantially alter its
intent.

After considerable discussion, the Assembly

president called for a rote on the Sorwegian amendment,
and it was carried forty-five to ^irae by a show of hands.
% e amended Panama resolution was then put to a roll-call
vote on the Panamanian delegate*s motion and was adopted
forty-six votes to two with three delegations absent and
registering no votes.

XX
Xn the Assembly disoussion of the Panama resolution
only four Inter-American delegations participated.

These

%nlted Rations, General Assembly, Official Records.
First Part, First Session, Plenary Meetings,
Dooument A/40, Annex 9, p. 584.

-18ttmx delegation# (Kaxloo* Panama, Dxoguap, and Tenesuela)
took am aotivo part in the diaonaaion and war# oxtTomely
Tooal in awporting the P uama xaaolution.

They inaiated

that the franoo gOTenwrait had oone to pomex thzoogh Azie
intervention and oonaeqnently, they argued, that the franoo
goTomnent ahould not he reoogniaed by the Waited Xationa
aa repreaenting the Spaaiah people,

They propoaed, aa

exemplified by the Panama raaoluticm, that United Xationa
membera ahould oonduot their relatione with the franoo
government in the letter and apirit of the atatementa
made at Potadan and Ban franoiaoo,
Theae four Inter-Amerioan delegation# did not urge
Cnited Xationa intervention in Spain ag&inat the franoo
government.

Bather, their intention warn to aeoure a

declaration to aerve aa a guide for the future oonduot
of relation# between the membera of the United Xationa
and the franoo government.

They argued that the reaolu-

tion waa in aooord with the purpoeea and hope# of the
world'# free people#.

The résolution, ae amended by ^ e

^Aa an example, Roberto Oordova (xezioo} said that
his country was honor-bound to support the Spanish
Republican government, but he made it clear that
Xexico did not advocate interference in Spain's
domeatio affairs. See, Ibid.. pp. 355-357.
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Vomglaii delegate * eae supported by tbeee delegations,
and they requested its unanimous approval by assembly aoelanation.

Roberto SaoSaobsa (Uruguay) suooinotly summed

up the attitudes of the four Hispanio American supporters
of the resolution.

liaoSaohen said:

If ve are not to be in flagrant opposition with the
origins and the purposes of our Organization and
with the hopes of free peoples tiuroughout the world,
this resolution should be carried with the aholehearted and unanimous support of our AssemU.y.7
They seemed earnest in their support of the resolution,
whioh if fully observed, would have a pronounced effect
vq>on the relations of franoo Spain with the rest of the
world.
If there were any opposition to the Panama resolution
among the Assembly's Inter American members, it was not
voiced la the discussion.

Hot one Hispanio American state

vocally opposed the Panama resolution or championed the
franco goverrwnent.

Ill
The General Assembly adopted the Panama resolution by
a roll-call vote of forty-sir to two.^ Xlgditeen Inter^Ibid.. p. 357.
Bibid.. p. 361.
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Amerloaa states voted for the resolution:
Argentii». Bolivia. Brasil. Chile. Oolomhia.
fiS£Èâ Bfoâ. Quba. p n a in io a n RepUblio. Bouador.
OuatenAla. ^ t i . Merioo. E a m m . Paa^jway.
l^eru. United statesTlRuguav. and Yenesuela.
Tvo voted against the resolution:
B1 Saly^or and Hicaragus.
One delegation vas absent and registered no vote:

Honduras.
Xhe unanimous aoclaoation requested hy the delegations
of Kezioo, PanaML, Uruguay, and Yenesuela vas not realised,
ironioally enough heoause of the negative votes of tvo Sispanie Aaerioan states.

Indeed, the only votes oast against

A e Panama resolution in A e entire General AseeUbly vere
those of U

%lvador and lioaragua.

absent vas Honduras.)

(And one of A s Arse

levertheless, the passage of the

pauEuza resolution by an overvhelming vote certainly amount
ed to a oondeanation of A e Pranoo regime, and it is sig
nificant that this resolution should have originated v i A
one, and been supported by ei^teen, of A e tventy-one na
tions of A e Inter-Amerioan system.

Moreover, A e approv

al of A e resolution by a large majority of the InterAmerioan nations revealed oonsiderable agreement among
them as to their general attitude toward A e franoo govern
ment.
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The approved Panama résolution recommended a standard
of oonduot to whioh United gâtions mmibers should conform
in their relations with Franoo Spain» and it was prefaoed
hy a general restatement of the resolutions (oonoeming
Franoo Spain} made at the % n Franoisoo and Fotsdw Conferenoes.

Although Spain was not mentioned speoifioally

at San Franoisoo, the oonferenoe held there had declared
Axis-formed governments ineligible for Qnited Ifotions mem
bership.

later, at Potsdam, the three big powers (United

States, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Aingdom} had deolared that a request from the y^nmoo government
for United gâtions membership would not receive their sup
port-

the reasons given were that the Franoo government

had been founded with Axis support end that it had aseooiated with aggressor states during World War %1«

the Pana

ma resolution asked that United gâtions members aot in ao
oordanoe with the statements made at Potsdam and San Fran
cisco, statemwts that now beoame United gâtions policy.
It was clear, however, that the Panmm resolution did
not provide for United Mations armed intervention to ovezw
throw the Franoo government, regardless of the latter*s
background and associations during the war.

the resolu

tion neither suggested nor threatened armed action against
%?ain.

Zven though the Panama resolution severely oriti-
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èised th$ Bators of the franoo govezEment, It did not pro
vide for oolleotlve or indivldual eoTeraaoo of relatione by
United latlOns aenbera «itb Spain, nor did It determine the
exaot extent to eblob United Katlone meeibera ebonid have re
latione with the Pranoo government.

The reeolutl<» morally

eondeaned Fxanoo Spain, exelnded It from United Batlene rnembereblp. Mid reoomiended Miat United Xatlone membere not In
aeooxdanoi n t h the Potedam and San franeleoo deolaratlone.
It did nothing beyond that.
There nae not muoh aotlvlty by the United States either
on behalf of or against the Panama resolution.

The United

States did not use Its position of leadership among the
Inter-lmerlean delegations to Inflnenoe their voting on
the Panama resolution.

The resolution «as definitely au

thored and sponsored by small nations of the Inter-laerloan
system, and even thouggk the United States delegation support
ed the resolution In the Qeneral Committee, It «as silent
during the deliberations of the Qeneral Assembly.

In this

instanoe, at least, the United States followed rather than
led the Elspanie imerloan states.
The delegations of lloaragaa and XI Salvador, whllo
voting against the resolution, did M>t speak against It.
Their negative votes, the only negative votes oast in the
entire Assembly, Indloated perhaps that they did not want
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to ooadoma, aa did tha Panama résolution, the Franco govern
ment.

But, beoauae of their silence, their votes against

the Panama resolution cannot he oonstrued as eomlueive evi
dence of their support either of the Franco govenment or of
that type of government.

(Sovever, from their later actions

on the Spanish question, it can be assumed at this time that
they were less hostile toward the Franco government than
were the delegations from llezioo, Panama, Uruguay, and
Venezuela.)
There was thus a three-way eleavage among the InterAmerioan states in the Oraieral Assembly's discussion and
voting on the Panasa resolution.

Eexioo, Panama, Uruguay,

and Venesuela, besides sponsoring the resolution, openly
aupported it in the General Assembly, asked for a general
acclamation favoring the resolution, and voted for it.
Argentina, Bolivia, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, the Dominican Republio, Ecuador, Guatemala, Baiti,
Paraguay, Peru, and the United States, althou^ silent in
% e Assembly discussion, voted for tiis resolution.

lioarag-

ua and XI Salvador, thou^ never speaking against the reso
lution, cast the only negative votes in the General Assem
bly.

The delegate of Honduras was absent.

This preponder

ant support by such a large majority indicated a large de
gree of Inter-American solidarity on the Spanish question
in 1943.

Figure No.X
United Nations ftAMAnal Anaarnbly
Title of Resolution P . n a m .

Faragraph f a n t t r a t n x t )

U. K. Action A dnptad 46 t o 2f—5 A b s en t

P a t e p ^ x T . , , 9^

.....
Yes

Delegation
Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

No

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

X

El Salvador
Guatemala

X

Haiti

X
X

Honduras

X .!..

Mexico

X

Nicaragua
Panama

X

Paraguay

X

Peru

X

United States

X

Uruguay

X

Venezuela

X

i

Totals

1

Voting with the U. S.

18
17

1
1
-........

1

■

'
1
2

L_

_______ 1.

...

.1

Not voting with the U. £ . ___ 3__
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The Belgian Resolution

I
The General Aaeembly, after adopting the Panama resolu
tion zeoomaending that United Bâtions members oonslder the
Axis baehground of the Fxanoo goTerment in the oonduot of
their relations with Spain, resumed oonsideration of United
Bâtions members' relations with Spain.

The Qoaezal Assembly

in the latter part of 1946 considered eereral proposals on
oonduot of relations of members mith the Franoo goremment,
and the First Oouaittee of the General Assembly oonsidersd
ten resolutions and amendments in its attempt to make a
satisfaotory report to the General Assembly.
Two resolutions were proposed by the Polish delegation,
one by the United States and one by Colombia.

The Byelorus

sian and Borwegian delegations eaoh proposed amendments to
the Polish resolution.

(The two resolutions sutmdttsd by

Poland were oonsidered as a single resolution.)

Fire Eis-

panio American delegations (Chile, Guatemala, Kezioo, Pana
ma, and Venezuela) submitted a joint amendment to the United
States resolution.

Tiw delegations of Belgims, Tugoslaria,

and The Betherlands eaoh submitted amendments to the United
States resolution.

A eub-oomnittee of the First Committee

arrived at a resolution from those that had been submitted.
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la aa effort to flad oa» acceptable to a majority of the mean
bere.
Oa Ootober 19» 1948, Txypre Lie (Vonay), the eeoretarygeaeral of the Uaited latioae, notified the president of the
Oeaerel Asaeably that the Seoarity Oowaoil was then *seised
1
of* the Spanish qneetion.
At the forty-sixth meeting of
the General Asewbly (Ootober 31, 1943), a proposal by the
delegations of Belgium, Denmark, loreay, CseohosloTakla,
wad Venezuela, to oonsider the relations of the member
states with Spain, was placed oa the agenda.

The proposal

was referred to the First Oommittee for oonsideration prior
to any Asseshly discussion.

2

On BOTeaher 4, 1948, the secretary-general informed the
president of the Assembly that the Security Oounoil was no
longer oonsideriag the Spanish question and that the Oounoil
had directed him to place all records and documents of the
case at the Assembly* s disposal.^

The Assembly president

notified the Assembly of the Boresiber 4th oommuaioation
from the secretary-general at the forty-serenth meeting
^united Bâtions, General Assembly, Official Records.
Second Part, First Session, Annex 31, Document A/134,
p. 1479.
^Ibid., p. 925.
^Ibid.. Annex 31a, Document A/177, p. 1480.
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oa loveaber 9» 1946.

So noted that the Aeeemhly had not

been aeked to p§ee a resolution; the aeesags *ae merely a
notlfloatlon.*
The first Oommittee, presided over by Dmltro Manuilsky (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist RepUblle), began considera
tion of the Spanish question at Its thirty-fifth meeting oa
December 3, 1946.

The dlsoussloa mas opened by Oscar Lange

(Poland) mho denoimoad the yranoo regime as an Axis-Installed
government nom providing a haven for % o e e mho had been de
feated In the mar.

Lange Introduced tmo resolutions that

already had been submitted In a letter to the General Assem
bly president oa Sovember 1, 1946.

The first reowsmended:

...That eaoh Xenber of the United Xatlone terminate,
«
forthmlth, diplomatic relations mlth the franoo regime.
The second resolution recommended:
...That the franco Government be barred from member
ship and participation In any of the organs and
agencies established by or brouggit Into relation^»
ship mith the United Xatlone.*
(The tmo Polish proposals mere ooiAlned and oonsidered as a
single resolution.)
*lbld.. p. 943.
^United Xatlens, General Assembly, first Oommittee,
Official Rewrd^, Second Part, first Session, Annex

^Ibld., Annex lib, p. 353.

Xuzna xiseleT (Bjaloziiaslan Soviet Sooiallet Republio)
had BubBitted a reeolutioa i^pleaeatiag the Polish zesolutioa
in a lettez to the eeozetary-general oa Boveaber 4.

This

aaendaeat zeo«Nsaeaded;
...That eaoh Beaber of the Baited Batloae tendaate
diplomatie and eooaoaio relatione with Pzanoo Spain,
suoh action to include the suspension of oomaunioations by rail. sea. air. post and telegraph.'
Tom Oonnally (united States) submitted a resolution
in a letter to the seoretary-general on December 2. and in
troduced the resolution in the first Oommittee meeting on
that day.

The resolution reooamsnded:

...That the franoo Qovemment of Spain be debarred
from membership in international agencies set up at
the initiative of the Dhited Nations, and from par
ticipation la oonferenoe or other aotivities shioh
may be arranged by the United Bâtions or by these
agencies, until a new and aoceptable government is
formed la Spain.
...general franco should surrender the posers of
government to a provisional government broadly rep
resentative of the SlMuaish people, oommitted to respeot freedms of speeoh. religion, and assembly and
to the pro«Q»t holding of an eleetioa in which the
Spanish people, free from force and intimidation^
and regardless of party, may express their will.°
it this meeting the delegatiras of Chile, Guatemala,
Itezioe, panama, and Venezuela moved to amend the United
'Ibid.. Annex H o , Document i/O.l/35 and Corr. 1. p.354.
^Ibid.. Annex lid, Dooument i/C.l/lOO. pp. 354-355.
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State# résolution by replaoiag the last two paragraphe with:
Aad Inaemuoh aa the United Satlone, by the action
they took In San franolsoo» In Potedam, In London,
and more reoently la Lake Suooeee, have In fact,
eoUeotlTely refused to maintain relations with
the Franoo regime, does hereby recommend that the
Membere of the United Satlone take. Individually,
the same attitude they have taken eolleotlvely and
refuse to maintain diplomatie relations with the
present Spanish regime.
The Assembly further recommends ttat the States
Members of the Organisation report to the SeoretaryGeneral and to the next Assembly what action they „
have taken In acoordanoe with this recommendation."
Alfonso Lopes {OolOMbla} then moved to a w n d the polish
resolution by substituting what was actually a draft resolu
tion with principles similar to the halted States resolution
but with a different approach.

It contained a three-part

reoomaendatlon:
1. To express Its (United Rations) wteh that the
Oovemment and people of Spain should seek and find
the method of bringing Into being, by peaceful
means, within the shortest possible time and In
accordance with the principles and purposes and
the Charter of the United btions, the new social
and political conditions necessary to enable Spain
to be admitted as a Member of the Organisation;
3. To reoomMnd to the Latin-Amerloan Republics
that they should offer to the Government of Spain
their good offloes, should the latter think them
useful In order to achieve the purposes of this
resolution;
3. To defer until the next meeting of the next
General Assembly the discussion and adoption of

^Ibld.. Annex 111, Dooument A/C.l/lCS, p. 359.
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the Teeolatioa pzoposad by the delegation of Po
land ae well aa the amendment proposed by the
delegation of the Byelorusslan ssa.^
Terje Void (Bbzway) latrodnoed a resolution at the
thlzty-slzth meeting held on Deoember 3* 1946; his résolu
tion, too, was an amendmnat to the Polish resolution.

Xhe

Vorweg^an amendment would add to tiie Polish resolution:
The Qenenl Asse^Aly instraste the Baoretary-Oeneral
to Inform Member States of this recommendation and
to request them to notify him before midnight of
15-16 January 1947, If they are prepared to break
off relations with the Traneo regime or Aall, In
fact, not maintain diplomatic relations with the
franco regime as of that date, the Seoretary-General
shall request those States whloh agree to break off
diplomatie relations to do so as of 1 february 1947.
If less than two-thirds of the Member States shall
haws notified the seerstary-Oeneral that they are
willing to break off diplomatie relations with the
franoo regime or shall, in fact, not maintain dip
lomatic relations with the franoo regime as of 16
January 1947, the Seoretary-Qeneral shall inform
the Member States that they are free, within the
terms of this resolution, to break or not to break
off or to establish suoh relations with the franoo
regime.
The tblrty-eerenth meeting of the first Oommittee oonwened on the afternoon of Deoember 5.

M. V. lorldan (Bel

gium) discussed the various résolutions already before the
lOlbl^.. Annex H e , Document k/O.1/102, pp. 355-356.
^^ybld.. Annex Ilf, Dooiment

a /O.1/104,

p. 357.
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Coamlttoa «ad dlsagxaad «Ith «11 of them:

the Pollsb pro

posal» beoauso it vould aanooessarily divldo the organisatioa at a tiaa viMn uaaalaity «as asosssary; tlw Byelorosslaa proposal, Itscaass of ths eooaoaio saootioasi aad the
Ooloabian proposal, because it siaply adjourned the «bole
problem.

The Onited States resolution «as more aoceptable,

but he offered an aaendaeat to it, «hioh vould add this
paragraph*
Becoaaeads that if, vithln a reasonable time, the
political conditions enumerated above are not rea
lized, the Security Oounoil consider the adequate
measures to be taken in order to remedy the situratioa, and recommends that all Members of the
Omted Mations immediately recall from Madrid,
by «ay of «aming, their ambassadors and ministers
plenipotentiary, accredited there.
Loridan said that his goTsmmeat really favored stronger
action, but his amendment «as offered to obtain some posi
tive and conerete majority action.
At this meeting, the Tugoslav delegate. Ales Bebler,
introduced an amendment to the United States resolution to
replace the «ords in the next to the last paragraph, "Gen
eral franco should surrender the posers of government to a
provisional government," vith the «ords:
That there should be formed in Spain a provisional
government.

^Ibid.. Annex llh, Dociment A/U.l/107, pp. 357-358.

A paragraph w m l d be added to the xeeolat&oa etatlng:
Reoommende to all the Member States of tiie %lted
Mations to sorer diplomatie récitions with the
goremment of General franoo.^
Oa Deoember 4, J, B. wan Roijen {The Betherlands} sub
mitted an amendment to ttie Ihiited States resolution in a
letter to tike seoretary-general. Bis amendment read:
ReootfBistiM^ that it is for the Spanish people to
settle the for# of their gowemment;
Rlaees
reoo^ its profound oonwietlon that in
the interest ofBpain and of world eo-operation
the people of Spain should giwe proof to the world
that they hawe a gowemmeat titioh deriwes its
authority from the consent of the gowemed and is
pledged to respeot human rights and fundamental
freedoms, as referred to in Article 1 of the Char
ter; and that to aohieve that end General rranoo
should surrender the powers of gowemment to a pro
visional gowemment broadly représentative of the
Spanish people, oommitted to respeot freedom of
speeoh, religion and assembly and to the prompt
holding of an election in whloh the Spanish people,
free from force and intimidation and regardless of
party, may express their will.'*-*
Of the notions before the first Oommittee, the two sub
mitted by Poland with the Byelorussian amendment were the
most forceful, a eombinatlon of motions that would oompletely isolate Spain from the rest of the world by a severance
not only of diplomatic relations but also of rail, sea,
^^Ibid.. Annex 11 j, Dooument A/O.l/105, p. 358.

^*Ibld.. Annex llh. Document A/O.1/116, pp. 363-363.
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poatal, and télégraphie eomuoioatloiia.

The lozwegiaa amend

ment to the foil eh re eolation would make a minimum consent
of two-thirds of the heeembly membership necessary for serex»
anoe to be binding upon those willing to sewer relations with
the franco gowemment.

Failing of two-thirds assent, the

reeolntion would not be binding on those that bad agreed to
its prowisions.
A s (hiited States resolution would continue to bar
% a i n from united Rations membership, and it requested the
Fxanoo gowemment to relinquish its authority.

The Colom

bian amendment was similar in that it also eonteaq>lated an
orderly change of regimes in Spain.

The Colombian sugges

tion that Hispanic American nations offer their good of
fices in such a change indloated that that delegation felt
that Franoo should not be forced to relinquish his authori
ty.

The joint amendment to the United States resolution

proposed by Chile, Guatemala, Uszioo, fanama, and Venezuela
recommended that United Rations members refuse to hawe dip
lomatic relations with Wie Franoo gowemment.

% l s did mot

go as far as the Byelorussian amendment to the Polish reso
lution which would hawe placed Spain in a wirtual interna
tional quarantine.
The Betherlands* amendment to the United States reso
lution embodied a similar recommendation to that which it

•*5S“
«aa amending.

It also provided for franco'# rellnqulablng

hi# authorltf In favor of a more demooratlo regime.

Bat the

Belgian amendment to the Oil ted State# reeolntion «a# onlqoe.
In that It would refer the problem to the Seouxltr Oounoil,
If condition# In Spain did not Improve eatlefaotorlly.

It

also reoomeended % a t Snlted Satlone member# « a m franco by
«Ithdravlng all their ambaesador# and mlnleter# plenlpotenrtlary accredited to hi# government.
At the flret Oommittee'# thirty-eighth meeting (Deoem
ber 4), Guillermo Belt y Bamlres (Otiba) proposed the setting
up of a eub-commlttee to make a unanimously aoceptable reso
lution refleotlng the debate and the various proposal# of
fered.

Belt suggested that the meaibers of this sub-oommlttee

be from the delegation# of;
Belgium, China, Colombia. Cuba, franoo, Serleo.
Horway, Poland, Soviet Union, {hilted Kingdom,
and United State#.*»
At the thirty-ninth Meting (afternoon of December 4),
the first Committee set up such a sub-oommlttee and charged
It with the almost Impossible task of producing a compromise
resolution satisfaotory to the entire General Asaeably.

The

sub-oommlttee membership Included representatives of dele
gations that had authored resolutions and aMndments, as
veil as of delegations living permanent membership In the

^Ibld.. Annex llg, Dooument A/O.l/lOS, p. 357.
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Soouziiy Ootmoll.

7h« delegations xepzesented oa this stib-

ooaaittee mxe:
Belgium, Byeloxussiaa SoTiet Sooialiet Republio, Chile.
China, Colombia. Cuba, fzanoe, Guatemala. Hexioo. The
Betherlands, lozvay, Panama. Poland, SoTiet (Baion,
United Bingdom, Ihiited States. Venezuela, and TugoslaTia.i*
This sub-oommittee of the Pizst Onaaittee mas formally
named the fourth Sub-Committee and held five meetings under
the ohairaaaship of Rieardo J. Alfaro (Panama).

It report

ed out a resolution more harmoniously than might hare been
ezpeoted under the oiroumstanoes, since almost every facet
of opinion mas represented in the Sub-Committee,

n e spe

cific recommendations included in the Sub-Committee report
mere;
...That the franco Government of % a i n be debarred
from meObership in international agencies establish
ed or brought into relationship mith the United Bâ
tions, and from purtieipation oonferenoe or other
activities idiich may be arranged by -Uie United Bâ
tions or by these agencies, until a nom and accept
able government is formed in Spain...
...The Members of the United Bâtions take, individ
ually the same attitude they have taken eoUeotively and refuse to maintain diplomatic relations mith
the present Spanish regime, and...
...The States Members of the United Bâtions report
to the Secretary-General and to the next Assembly
vAat action they.have taken in accordance mith tWLs
recommendation.^'

IGlbid.. Annex Ilk, Dooument a /C.1/128, pp. 35S-262.
^■^Ibid.. pp. 558-363.
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Xn addition, tho Fouxtii Sub-Oommltteo inoloded la It#
ropozt, a zosolatlott pzopoaed by the Fzenoh membez.

Thl#

zeeolation pzoTided that:
geoezftl Aeeemblr.
Haan«ii«tag that the majozlty of the Bpaaish people
aze la a eltoatlea of hazdahlp beoauee they aze
sezlouely deprived of food aeoessazy to their exlateaoe,
Beoogalxiag that the Fzaaoo regime e^ozts eoaslderable quantitie# of foodatuffe whloh are esaeatlal for
the feeding o^ the impovezlehed Spanish people,
Reoognislag that the rzaiMO regime uses forelga ex
change obtained from such exports to zelnfozee the
political organisation that has been repeatedly oondemned by the United S^tlons.
Recommend# that the Member# et the United Mations
should forthwith put an end to all import# from
Spain of foodstuff# and thelz produce# until the
United Ration# 1# assured that these products aze
no longer an Immediate necessity for the food re
quirements of the Spanish people. ^
The Fourth SUb-Oomnlttee report recommended, as did the
United States resolution, that the United Rations continue
to bar Franco Spain from participation In any of the activi
ties of that organisation.

It departed from the United

State# resolution la recommending that the members refuse
to maintain relation# with the Franco government, a recom
mendation taken from the joint resolution of Chile, Guate
mala, Mexico, Fanama, and Venesuela.

l^Ibld.. pp. 358-363.

The report Inoluded
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fh« Fxenoh proposal that United Hatlons meabeTS cease import
ing foodstuffs from Spain.
The First Oommittee discussed the Fourth Sub-Oommittee
report at Its forty-third meeting (Deoember 9, 1946) under
the chairmanship of Paul Benxl Spaak (Belgium), who was pre
siding In the absence of Banullsky (Ukraine).

At this meet

ing the Oolomblaa proposal was re-submitted and rejected.
The united States resolution, with the amendment submitted
by The Betherlands (whloh Oonnally acoepted) was also rejeoted.

The entire Fourth Sub-Oommlttee report (Including

the French motion to end the ligiortlng of foodstuffs from
Spain by omted satlone members and the joint amendment of
Chile, Guatemala, Mexloo, Pamwa, and Venesuela advocating
that omted Satlone members refuse to maintain diplomatic
relations with Spmn) was rejected.

After the rejeotlon of

'âiese resolutions and amendments, Lorldan (Belgium) submtted his proposal to recall the m m s t e r s and ambassadors
from Madrid as a compromise measure.

It was adopted by the

First Oommittee as Its report to the General Assembly.

II
Sldespread differences of opimon among the InterAmerloan delegations oame Into the open during the First
Committee's discussion of the Spam ah question.

These
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âlffaxeaoes divided the delegatione into three geoexallr de
fined groupe, eaoh group varying in memberehip, however,
from issue to issue.

One g r o w inoluded those who were

definitely anti-franoo, who favored a aeveranoe of relations
with the franoo government, and who denied repeatedly that
severanoe of relations (individually or oolleotively by the
Baited hâtions members) oonstituted a violation of Spanish
sovereignty or intervention in Spanish domestio affairs.
This g r o w usually inoluded Chile, (hiatemala, Hexioo,
fanama, Uruguay, and Venesuela.
A second g r o w inoluded those who argued that any Unit
ed lations-iwosed restriotion on Spain, (be it oolleotive
severance of relations or imposition of some form of sanc
tions) was intervention in the domestio affairs of a
sovereign nation.

Although many of these nations expressed

dislike for franco's government, they nevertheless insisted
that it would be an injustice to Spain and a bad precedent
to interfere in Spain —

even to the extent of severing re

lations with Spain at the behest of the United nations.
The members of this g r o w usually inoluded Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Xouador, Xiearagua, Paraguay, Peru, and & e
(hited States.
The third g r o w consisted of that minority of states
who maintained that the franco government was Spain's legal
government and that it governed with the Spanidt people's

oo&8«nt.

fhis group denied that Franco had been establlehed

by an outside poser, that Franco had held his poser slth
Axis aid, or that France during World War II had aided the
Axis Posers more than he bad the Ailles.

In e<mie Instances

this group tried to make It appear that antl-Franco senti
ment mas solely oommtnlst-lnsplred.

H

Salvador and Argent

tlna oomprlsed A e m s A e r A l p of this gro#.
Six Slspanlo Amerlow delegations (Ohlls, Quatenala,
Hexioo, Panama, Uruguay, and Venesuela) speaAeaded the
antl-Franco group of Western Hemlspherlo delegations and
even of the rest of A e sorld.

this first g r o w noted that

the United Hatlons had never expressed any kind sords for
Franco at San Francisco, London, ex Hes fork; nevertheless,
no concrete action had ever been taken against Franco.

Aey

attributed a lack of universal enthusiasm for the United Ha
tlons to the organisation's Inability to take active mea1.9
sures to assist demooraAo forces In Spain.*
Aeae na-.
tlons mamed that it was mrong A

recognise the fascist

nature of Franeo's government and at the same time to take
no a o A o n against him under A e guise and mlsoonoeptlon of
^%nlted Hatlons, General Assembly, First Committee,
Official Records. Second Part, First Session, pp.
229-S30', ipp. 253-253. A l e position Is pointedly
expressed by Pedro Zuloaga (venesuela) and Hugo
Uiranda (Chile) In Aelr speeches found In the
above listed pages.
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pxeaerrlag the prlaoiple of uoa-iaterrentlon.

They azgaed

that the pzloolple of nw-lntexventlcm did not apply to the
Spanish ease» siooe the aottoa ooatempXated made no pzoTieion fox imllatexal aetioa by one poeex.

It «as axgued

that the vexy eeseooe of the Oaited xatlone «as oolleotive
aetlon, and that oolleotive eevexanoe of xelatlons conld
haxdly be texmed Intexventlon.
They deploxed the Inoonslstenoy In the oxganlsatlon* s
refusing to have anything to do «1th fxanoo yet hesitating
to do anything likely to effeot a change In the gpanlsh
government.

These delegations xejeoted the premise that

the Spanish question «as essentially a domestio Issue and
tb&t measures taken against franoo would humiliate the
Spanish people aad thereby aid and enhanoe fxanoo*s oo»>
txol.

It «as Insisted that y&e Spanish people would vel-

oome aid from their «ell-wlshers.

% e y hoped that the

Danish people eould regain their lost freedom, but A e y
were certain that the salted gâtions had to help them to
that reooYaxT*

Ho Dation of thla group even eug-*

geated a renenaX of the Spanish Civil War^ hut all
^ Ibid,. pp. 340-241» p. 254. Rieardo J. Alfaro
(panama) and Luis Padilla Hervo (Hexioo) gads
speeches expressing the view that aid from thd
united Hatlons to the people of Spain vould he
both neoessary and velcome to overthrow the
franco regime.
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p m s e d the deeirahllltf of helping Spain to overthrow the
Franoo regime.
Thie g row olaimed that Wt»noo Spain was a neaaoe to
international peaoe and eeonrity, warranting Snited gâtions
notion.

They insisted that Franoo was oonteuptooos of the

Onited gâtions, as the Axis Powers had earlier been of the
League of gâtions.

They felt that deolarations and appease

ment helped Franoo retain his oontrol, and that effeotive
measures requiring United gâtions action were necessary to
depose Franoo.

This g r o w favored a oolleotive severanoe

of relations by the United gâtions as the moot effective
21
method to end Franeo's oontrol of Spain.
The delegations of Oolonbia, Ooeta Rica, Cuba, Koua^
dor, gioaragua, Paraguay, Peru, and the United States were
the outstanding swporters on non-intervention and oppon
ents of severanoe of relations in the First Oommittee's
disottssion and proceedings.

This second g r o w opposed the

^^Ibid.. pp. )^B-269, hr. Granados (Guatemala) cited
an article in the gew jotk Times. Deoember 4, 1946,
as exewlifying Fxanoo<s contempt of the United Ra
tions. The article was a protest from the Franoo
government against the resolution introduced by the
United States in the First Committee. The article
denied all the aoousations made by the United States
and other delegations in the United Rations and i%tsisted that the resolution would fail if adopted.
The article was generally contewiwiio of the United
Rations and the Ubited States.
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•«Texaaoe ot xelatloBS idlth the Franoo government on the
ground* that *uoh notion mould oonetitnte Interrention in
Qpain** internal affair*.
However, these delegations generally deplored A e type
of regime that Franco maintained and expreeeed a general
hope that Qpain mig^ht *o<a adopt a demooratlo govenwent.
They felt that A e SpaniA people should he asked hy the
%ited Bâtions A determine their own form of government,
so as to make them eligible for United Bâtions membership.
A i s groi# advanced A o proposals.

One by A e Ubited

HAtee advocated that Franco surrender his authority to a
provisional government A i l s an election was held to esAblish a demooratie government for Spain.

A e o A e r propos

al, by Colombia, looked for a change in the BpaniA govern
ment, a change faeiliAted by A e U M of Hispanic Amerioan
good offices to esAblish a d em o o n A o g o A m m e n t in Spain.^
A i e group held that since the Security Oounoil had
declared S p a A A

be csaly a potential danger to peaoe,

measures adopted on account of A e Spanish govenuaent's
^^Ibid.. pp. 232-233, the speeches of Ricardo Fournier
(CosA Rica}, Quillermo Hevilla-Saeasa (Bioaragos),
and Cesar R. Acosta (Paraguay) on these pages pre
sent a good summary of the arguments of the nonAterventionist group.

^^ibid.. pp. 354-355.
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OTlgia and nature vould amount to intervention and vould vio
late the Charter.

They gemrally agreed that Spain ehould

oontinue to be barred from United Bâtions membership and par
ticipation in its aotivities, but they vould not sanotion
direot notion against that government.

They contended that

reetriotione im>oeed by the vhole organisation vould amount
to an unearranted iaterferenoe in purely domestic affaire
and insisted that ohaos and strife could be the only possi
ble result of such action, vbich vould w t help % e Spanish
people to regain their lost freedoms.

Fomenting internal

disorders vas oonsidered an imposition on A s Spanish
people vhioh vould only strengthen the Franoo regime by
making Spaniards resent suoh action.
This group, particularly the Hispanic Amerioan states,
expressed affection and admiration for the Spanish people
ae veil as a desire to protect the doctrine of non-inter
vention.

It vas insisted that the doctrine of nozHinter-

vention vas a cornerstone of the Pan-American structure,
as veil as a principle of the Charter, and that non-inter
vention and self-determination vers incompatible vith the
2S
collective Beveraooe of relations with Franoo Spalne
2*Ibld.. pp, 239-340, 343.
gSlbid.. pp. 343-351.
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A third group otoutly «Aiatained that the Ooited Bâ
tions should take mo aotiom against the Franoo regime, and
by their speeches and voting records, they es^M.lshed theisselTss as being pro-Franco.
m l y tmo members:

This minority g r o w oonteJLned

Argentina and El Salvador.

% e delega

tions of both these states supported the doctrine of non
intervention and opposed the severance of relations on
that ground.

Their speeches indicated that they would

not support any action against the Franco government.

The

Argentine menber of the First Oommittee suggested that the
Assembly drop the Spanish question entirely and consider
23
other matters more important to the peace of the world.
Both delegations insisted that the Spanish question was
not within United Bâtions Jurisdiction.

The Salvadorean

delegate averred that the present Wanish government was
not an Axis creature, having been established before the
World War II in a civil war that ims essentially Spanish
in nature.
This group insisted that the Spanish question was
^Sfbid.. p. 24S.
37lbid.. p. 230, pp. 253-254, 262-270. These pages con
tain the many remarks of Sector D. Castro (El Salvador}
on the Spanish question during the First Oommittee dis
cussion.

Mtirelf doadstlo in ohaxaoter and that Spain* $ quaxxeX vith
Kassia put Fxanco at a disadvantage hj preventing his case
fron being fairly heard,

Oclleotive severanoe of relations

m s termed a oolleotive intervention violating the Charter
and oontradio ting Seaispherio non-intervention principles.
The arguments of these pro-Franoq nations had indeed
been weakened by their allegation that & e Spanish govern
ment was not an Axis oreature.

There was some justification

supporting the opinion that international law did not con
done interferenoe in the internal affairs of a regime, as
some of the more anti-interventionist nations had suggested.
The non-interventionist nations had some merit in their ar
guments against collective severanoe on that point, but the
pro-Franoo group tried to excuse the Franco government from
accounting for its connections with the Axis Powers during
the war.

It had been all too obvious from evidence present

ed by the Security Council, and from arguments offered by
members in the Assembly, that Franco had had ties with the
Axis.
The delegations of Bolivia, Brasil, Dominican Republio
Baiti, and Honduras did not participate in the debate on the
Spanish question, so the position of this fourth group was
not yet determined.

The examination of these delegation*#

views here depends entirely upon an examination of their

voting on the Suh^Comolttee report.
The prlnolple of non-intervention vas not the real issue
in the Spanish question.

The proposed action hinged on

United Rations acceptanoe of collective severance of rela^
tions as a measure in dealing vith the Franco government.
Sir nations, Chile, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Uruguay, and
Venesuela favored severance of relations on the understand
ing that it was collective action by the United Rations and
not unilateral intervention by a strong pover or group of
powers in a weaker nation’s affairs.

These six delegations

all supported the doctrine of non-intervention, but they
did not oonsider that severance of relations constituted
intervention.
The other Inter-American states that announced a dis
like for the Franoo regime supported non-intervention.
They associated collective severance of relations vith
intervention and did not choose to support suoh action
against the Franoo government.

The pro-Franco states used

the argument of non-intervention in an attempt to fore
stall any action detrimental to the Franco regime.

Ill
The First Committee speeches revealed the diversity
of opinion and policy among the Inter-American delegations.

—
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The various proposals oonsldered brought out a number of
▼levs and demonstrated a lack of Xnter<-»Amerlcan unity on
the Spanish question»

An exawmlnation of the First Gommit^

tee voting is even more Indicative of the lack of solidari^
ty.
At the First Committee*s forty-third meeting (Decem
ber 9t 1946)# Jorge Soto del Corral (Colombia) resubmitted
his delegation's proposal calling for an orderly change of
government in Spain facilitated by the use of Hispanic
American good offices.

The chairman submitted it to a

paragraph by paragraph vote, and the first paragraph vas
rejected in a roll-oaXI vote tventy-five to eight with
sixteen abstentions*

2Q

Six Inter-American delegations

voted for the first paragraph:
Colombia* Cuba* Dominican Remiblio* Ecuador.
Paraguay, and Pejy*
Fine voted against it;
Chile. Costa Hica. FI Salvador* Guatemala.
Honduras, kexloo. Panama. PruLzuay. and
F o o t abstalndd:
BollTla. Brazil » Slcaragoa. and United States»

^^Ibid.. p. 298.
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Of the Blepaalc Amerloaa delegations to ting affirmative
ly on the first paragraph, five had already expressed them
selves as being anti-interventionist*

These were now joined

by the Dominican Eepublio which had not participated in the
discussion and which had voted in favor of the Panama reso
lution in February^ 1948.

Ouba» having fluctuated between

the United States and the Colombian proposals in the discus
sion, Tkow voted for the Colombian proposal.
The five Hispanic American delegations that introduced
the joint resolution recommending severance of relations
with Spain voted against the Colombian proposal.

They were

joined by Uruguay who had expressed similar views and Costa
Rica who had supported the non-interventionists* arguments.
El Salvador, so anti-interventionist as to be pro-Franoo,
voted against the resolution.

Here was an odd combination

of avowedly anti-Franco nations being supported by the most
pro-Franoo nation in the Uhited Hâtions.
Both the United States and Hicaragua, having already
expressed non-interventionist leanings, abstained, as did
Bolivia and Brazil.

As yet, Bolivia and Brazil had neither

expressed an opinion nor voted on the Spanish question;
their attitudes were officially undeterminable.

The United

States, supporting its own resolution, could hardly vote
for the Colombian resolution; an abstention or negative
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vote were the only eltematlvee.

Argentina and Haiti nelth-

er voted nor abstained on the Ooloablan proposal; Argentina
had Indicated its opposition to taking any action on the
Spanish question* and Haiti had yet to express an opinion.
The Colombian proposal^# seoond paragraph* suggesting
use of Hispanic American good offices, met a similar fate*
being rejected twenty.six to five with s i x t e e n abstentions.
Four Inter-American delegations voted for this paragraph:

ssHseùî&* fiâtes»

BfflessiUa.

gsasasi»

Ten voted against it;
Chile. Costa Rica. £1 Salvador. Guatemala. Honduras.
Mexioo. Panama. Paraguay. Uruguay, and Venezuela.
Five abstained:
Bolivin« Brazil. Hicaragua. Peru, and United States.
In the voting on the Colombian resolution’s first par*
agraph* both Peru and Paraguay had voted affirmatively* but
on the seoond paragraph Peru abstained* and Paraguay voted
negatively.

The other Inter-Amsrioan delegations voted

oonaistently on these two parts of the Colombian proposal.
After these two defeats* the Oolond)ian delegate withdrew
his resolution* reserving a ri#it to resubmit it to the
General Assembly.

^^Ibid.. p. 296.
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Th« Oûited State» delegate* having inooxpoxated The
Sethexlaade* amendment mith the Dnlted Statee xeeolution*
BOV xeedbmitted it to the Oommittee and insisted that it
he voted on befoxe oonsidexation of the Sub-OAumittee xesoiution.

(The amended United States resolution mould oon-

tinue to hax Fxanoo Spain fxom the United Katiens and
called w o n Txanoo to suxxender his povexs to a provision
al govexBBsnt which in turn would make way fox a demooxatio
government.)

A vote was taken, and the resolution was re

jected by a roll-call vote twenty-two to twenty-two with
six abstentions.^

kiggit Inter-American delegations voted

for this resolution:
Bolivia. Brazil. OUba. Dominioan Reoublio. Haiti.
Honduras. Kioaxagua. and United States.
Eleven voted against it:
Chile. Colombia. Costa Rica. Ecuador. El Salvador.
Guatemala. Mexico. Panama. Peru. Uruguay, and
Venezuela.
One abstained:
Paraguay.
One registered no vote:
Argentina.
Za the voting on the United States resolution* Argentina
vas the only Inter-Ameyioan delegation not to register a vote

^Ibid., p. 30%
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of any kind» and Paraguay» avowedly son-lnterventioniet»
abstained txom voting#

Of the eight Inter-Aaerloan dele

gation# voting for the résolution» Bolivia» Bnsll» Dominoan Eepublio» Haiti» and Honduras had not previously pre
sented their views.

Their affirmative votes demonstrated

support for the Onited States» at least on this proposal.
Cuba and the Dominican Republic already had voted for the
Oolombian proposal» and their affirmative vote on the
United States proposal reaffirmed their nox)Hintervention1st stand.

The United States voted for its own proposal

but failed to marshal the Inter-Amerloan support so oruoially needed idiere the vote was a tie#

Indeed» the United

States could have pushed its proposal through the First
Committee if it had had a greater degree of Inter-American
support*
Colombia did not abstain from voting on the United
States resolution» (as the United States had done in the
vote on the Colombian proposal) but cast a negative vote.
Hon-interventionist Hcuador and Peru again followed Colom
bia.

Costa Rica and HI Salvador voted against the United

States resolution» as they had against the Colombian pro
posal.

The five nations (Chile» Guatemala» Mexico» Panama»

and Tenesuela) that had proposed their own joint resolution
voted with the non-interventionists and HI Salvador.

The

••5X-*

Tote on the United Statee xeeolution again revealed the
three-way epilt In the Inter-American syetem» and it oan
he eald that thle diTieion wae reeponeihlo for defeating
the United Statee reeolation.
The Fourth Suh-Oommittee reeoXution embodied the
joint proposal of Chile, Guatemala, Kexico, Panama, and
Venezuela which called for a collective United Batione
severance of relatione with Franco Spain.

This motion

wae defeated by a roll-call vote twenty to twenty with
SI
ten abetentions.
Seven Inter-American delegations
voted for thle sotloa:
t

^

fiSilïlâ» Ohlle. Guatemala. Mexioo. Panama. Bmguay.
and Veneeuela.
Sloven voted agalnet It*
SSl^Sila* Sasla M ea»
Donlnioan SSBi^la»
Ecuador. SI Salvador. Hoadurae. Hioaragua. Paraguay.
Peru, and Onited States.
One abstained:
Brazil.
Two registered no vote*
Argentina and Haiti.
Of seven Inter-Amerioaa delegations voting for this
proposal, Bruguap and Bolivia were the only two that were

^^Ibid.. p. 301.

not oo--author8 of the notion*

Although Bolivia had remain-

#d #lient In the dleoneelon* it had voted affirmatively for
both the United Statee reeolutl<m and for the joint reeolurtlon a# embodied In the i^ib-Comalttee report*

Evidently»

Bolivia favored stronger action against Franco than did the
non-interventionists.

Brasil had abstained on the Colom

bian resolution» had voted for the united States proposal»
and now abstained on the Sub-Committee resolution» as that
delegation had d m e on the Oolombian proposal.

Haiti had

voted for the United States proposal» but» as yet, Argen
tina had not registered a vote of any kind.
Eleven Inter-Arnerioan delegaticms» including the United
States and El Salvador» voted against the Sub-Committee xeno^
lution.

United States "leadership" and Colombian "co

operation" were undoubtedly instrumental in defeating this
proposal; if one more Inter-American delegation had voted
for the resolution» it would have been carried.

% e vote

on the Sub-Committee resolution» a resolution favoring
stronger action against Spain than the non-interventionists
liked» found all the fion-interventionists voting together.
This had not been true in the voting on the United States
and Colombian resolutions where the United States and Co
lombia had opposed each other.

How» however, their cont-

bined voting support defeated the Sub-Committee report.
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With the %ejeotlem of the Oolomhian» United Statee and
Wh-Oommittee sreeolutlone, the First Commit tee chairman mas
at a lose for a ooopromlee measure.

He suggested the sub

mission of the United States proposal to a second vote» but
BebXer (Yugoslavia) suggested ^ a t the Belgian motion be
32
submitted as the logical oompromise.
loridan (Belgium)
then requested a vote on his proposal to vithdram the am
bassadors and ministers of United Bâtions members from
Madrid* a proposal that mas an amembaent to the rejeoted
33
United States resolution.
lorid&n, therefore* requested
that his amendment be added to the Sub-Oomnittee report*
exoluding the paragraph that called for the oolleotlve
severance of relations by United Bâtions members with
Spain.

The Belgian proposal was voted on, paragraph by

paragraph* and the first paragraph* which recommended that
the Security Council take action on the Spanish case if
political conditions were not bettered within a reasonable
time* was adopted by a roll-call vote twenty-six to eight
34
with sixteen abetentlmis.
p. 301.
^ I b l d .. p. 301.

^*Ibld.. p. 303.
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Tea Xater*Amerloan delegations voted fov the first
paragraphs
Bolivja. Brazil. phile. Oolombia. Guatemala> Mexioo>
Panama- Peru- Uruguay- and Venezuela.

five voted against It:
Cotta Rloa- Dominican Republic - Ecuador- Ml Salvador.
and United Statef.

Four abstained:
IÜSSS&BS&»

ESJBgffiZ-

Two registered no vote:
Argentina and HaitlCf the ten Inter*Amerioan delegations that voted for
the first paragraph, five had proposed the resolution ad
vising severance of relations with Spain.

Colombia and

Peru had now moved away from the non*interventionists.
Bolivia and Brazil voted for this paragn^h, a significant
development since both had been silent during the debate
and had not yet definitely established their positions.
Uruguay kept its adopted plaoe with those favoring strong
notion against Franco.
The United States and three other non-interventionists
(Costa Rica# Dominican Republic# and Bouador) voted nega
tively# as did pro-Franco XI Salvador.

The four absten

tions (Cuba# Honduras# Bicaragw# and Paraguay) were also
noi^ intervention! Sts.

The non-interventi<mi sts were thus

«•

divided in thelx votes:

56* ’

Oolombla and Peru voted for the

paragraph; Costa Rioa# the Dominican Bepnblic, Scmdor»
and the United States voted against the paragraph; Cuba,
Bbndnras# Hicaragua,. and Paraguay abstained.

Again »

Argentina and Haiti did not register either a vote or an
abstention.
The seoond paragraph»^^ recommending United Hatione
members withdraw ambassadors and ministers from Madrid»
was adopted twenty-seven votes to seven with sixteen ab•tentions»

Sight Inter-American delegations voted for

the second paragraph*
Bolivia. Brazil» Chile. Guatemala. Mexico. Panama.
Uruguay, and Venezuela.
^
Six voted against it:
Colombia. Costa Rica. Dominican Reoublio. Souador.
£1 Salvador, and Peru.
five abstained:
Honduras. Hioaragua. Paraguay, and United^ States.
Two registered no vote:
Argentina and Haiti.

^Xioridan agreed to delete the words, "by way of warn
ing" from paragraph 2. This was requested by Sir
Hartley Shawcross of the United Ain^om, who would
vote for the paragraph, but his government refused
to be a party to warning the Spanish people.
p. 303.

-56ColoBbla aad fera did not vote for the eeoond para
graph, as they had for the flret paragraph, but joined the
non-interreatlonlete and voted negatively.

The Onited

States did not vote against this paragraph, as against
the first paragraph, but abstained with the four original
abstaining delegations of the voting on the first para
graph.

The five abstaining delegations «ere also non-

interventionists.

Apparently, this paragraph «as more

unpopular «ith the Inter-Aaericaa delegations than «as
the first.
.The last paragraph «as adopted by acclamation, since
there «as no o w m e n t . ^
proposal to a vote.

The ohaiman then put the entire

The First Oommittee adopted the en

tire resolution by a roll-call vote twenty-three to four
with twenty abstentlonw.

38

8ix Xatex^Amerlcan delegations

voted for the resolution:
Brazil a
Venezuela»

Guatemalan Mexioo a F.anama, and

^^Before a vote was taken on the full teitp the chair
man called upon Oastro (SI Salvador} to make a state
ment g a privilege that Oastro had been promised earli
er. Oastro said that this question was under the ex
press jurlsdlotlon of the Security Council » and there
fore» the resolution was contrary to the Charter. His
government would not conform to a resolution recommend
ing the severance of relations. De Davalle (Peru) al
so spoke» disagreeing with the recommendation and re
serving his vote governing International agencies that
might be affected by this resolution.
^ I b i d .. p. 303.
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Th# only Toton oa«t against t&* resolution were those of
four Xnter-Aaerioan delegations:
Oolombia. Oosta Bioa. Poninioan Reoublio. and Ü
aa,yador.
Sir abstained:
Ouba. Honduras. Mioaragna. Paraguay. Peru, and
onited States.
PiTS registered no vote;
Argentina. Bolivia. Souador. M i l . "nd 9rug%%The entire Belgian resolution got less Inter-Amerioan
support than did either of its first two paragraphs.

Bra

sil and the five oo-authors of the proposal to sever rela
tions with Pranoo Spain were the only Inter-American dele
gations voting for the eomplete resolution, as contrasted
with ten voting for the first.paragraph anl eight for the
seoond.
the only Pirst Oommittee members to vote against the
Belgian resolution vers four Inter-American delegations
(Colombia. Costa Rica. Dominican Republic, and SI Salvador).
It was expeoted that £1 Salvador vould vote against this,
or any othar. resolution proposing action against Pranoo
Bpain.

Hovever. it vas a different matter for Colombia

to vote with the minority, sisoe that delegation had pro
posed that the Spanish people change their government
through the use of Mspanio Aaerioan good offices. Al-
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thou^ the Coloflàbiaa good office# proposal sas not as force
ful as the recommendation contained In the Belgian resolu
tion^ Oolomhla had voted for the first paragraph^ and It
seemed likely that It might support the entire Belgian reso
lution.

Oosta Rica so far had voted against every proposal

and was consistent In Its present negative vote.

The Domin

ican Republic» having voted for the Oolombian and the United
States resolutions» now ab^ptly followed Colombia’s lead.
The sir abstaining votes included the Dnlted States,
and It would seem that the United States had Influenced more
of tba Zafoz^Anexloan statoa tban had Colombia.

On the oth

er hand. It may be aeeuned that the abstaining statee would
have voted against rather than for the resolution, elnoe
they were all non-lnterventlwiiste.
Argentina, Bolivia, Bouador, Haiti, and Uruguay did not
register a vote

the eomplete Belgian resolution.

Uruguay,

though not voting on the resolution, made known to the first
Committee that it wished to be Inoluded In the groij^ voting
for the resolution elnoe it had voted for all the paragraphs
of the resolution.

Bouador, a consistent non-intervention

ist, probably would have abstained or oast a negative vote.
Haiti and Bolivia might well have favored the resolution,
elnoe Bolivia had seemed to favor stronger aotlon and Haiti
had voted for the United States proposal.

However, the
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attention ot th* O&ited 8tat«a might hare lafiuanoed B&ltl
to adopt a almilar oouxso.

Azgentiaa ignored the Belgian

resolution» both in part and as a whole, and kept to its
View that the Spanish question was not within the jurisdiotion of the General Assembly.
After the aooeptanoe of the Belgian resolution, the
First Qoanittee turned to a discussion of the French pro
posal that neaber states aid the Spanish people by cutting
off all ioq>orts of foodstuffs from Spain.

The disoussion

was brief, w d Oonnally (United States) was the only InterAmezioan delegate to make any oomsMnt.

He refused to sup

port any form of économie canotions, and he argued that
trade was neoessary to the well-being of the Spanish people.
The motion was defeated by thirty-two votes.

Suoh an over

whelming rejection of the French proposal indicated that
the First Oommittee was unwilling to take any notion strong
er than recommending the withdrawal of their ministers from
Madrid.
The First Committee report demonstrated wide InterAmerioan differences of opinion on the Spanish question.
SI Salvador stood alone in its support of Franco, but the
principle of non-intervention was well supported.

Argen

tina's opposition was demonstrated in that it neither
voted nor abstained on any of the proposals.

The Argen
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tine delegation eeened to be willing to let the Salvadorean
delegate battle indefinitely againet the notion oontea^lated
on the Si^nleh queetion without giving him even verbal eui>*
port*

Argentina apparently felt that its poeition would be

•npported beet by thie form of passive reeietanoe; this
type of opposition wae not apt to draw much animosity from
other members*

Haiti voted only for the Onited States pro

posal» idiioh oonstitated its w l y activity in the entire
proceedings and demonstrated its lack of interest in taking
action against franco*
The Onited States had considerable support for its
proposal within the nations of the Hemisphere*

However»

the Belgian proposal» as aooepted by the committee» more
nearly resembled the joint proposal of Chile» Guatemala»
Herioo» Panama» and Tenesuela*

The adoption of the Bel

gian resolution demonstrated an absence of Bemispherio
unity.

Figure No.2
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Figure No. S
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COiaptCT XT
Tb» December 1946 Eesolutioft

X
The Fixât Committee report oa the Spenieh question ooatained the Bolgiaa proposal reoonaending «Ithdxaeal of the
amhassadore and ministers of United hâtions members from
Madrid.

The report was placed oa the General Assembly

agenda at its fifty-seventh meeting on Deoember 13, 1946.
% e Assembly at the same time had been scheduled to elect
a sixth member of the Soononic and Social Council, but the
chairman, T. E. Wellington Eco (China), decided to post
pone the election because of insufficient attendance.

This

change of agenda caused some difficulty, since the Venezue
lan delegation m s scheduled to epeak first on the Spanish
question, and that delegation's chairman was absent.

Pedro

Zuloaga, the Tenssuelan representative present, proposed
consideration of other business until other members might
arrive who intended to participate in the discussion on the
Spanish question.
The chairman assured the members that all would be af
forded an opportunity to speak on the Spanish question.
^Suited Mations, General Assembly, Official Records.
Seoond Part, First Session, pp. 1159-1160.

•mQ2r»

Bowe^er* th# dleotwsioii iusediattlr Involved the déterminatlon of the agenda.

After the vloe-ohairman of the Flret

Committee, Joeeph Beeh (loxMihourg), read the Flret Commit
tee *e report calling tq>on Cnlted Batione memhere to with
draw their amhaeeadore and mlnletere from Madrid, lange
(Poland) euggeated the atudf of eome other buslneee until
the attendance wae greater.

The chairman Informed the

Polleh delegate that there were now forty-two delegations
In attendance, more than the required two-thirds for a
quorum, and the Aesemhljr had to prooeed with the discus2
Sion unless there was a smtlon to adjourn.
Carlos Eduardo Stolk (Tenesuela) consequently proposed
adjournment until the afternoon, and Fellz Eleto del Rio
(Chile) supported him.

After further deliberation. Belt

(OiBmi ) and Castro (El Salvador) requested a vote on StoUc's
proposal without further delay.

The president called for
%

a Te te en nàiovxnmnntp ehich wae defeated *

gtolk then re-

Queeted a rearrangement of the i^hednle so that hie delega
tion ais^t epeak in the afternoon; him request was granted.
The disoussion of the Spanish question was carried

^Ibld.. p. 1163.
^Ibid.. p. 1166.
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e n r ttom th« flfty»e#T#ath aettlBg to the flfty-elgpith
meeting (afteznooa of Deoember 13)» presided over by Paul
Benri Spaak (Belgiom). %iaak euggeated that the somber of
speakers on the rirat Omemittee resolution with unlimited
time be limited to two for and two against the resolution
and that ether representatives be allowed to make only
three or four minute speeehes to explain their vote.*
Oastro ( n Salvador) objeoted to the president's pro
posal* which he insisted would prevent him from speaking
against a resolution ttiat had been proposed by Speak's dele
gation.

Be had been soheduled to speak after the Otfbas and

Costa Rloan delegates, both of idkoa were to speak apiinst
the First Oommittee resolution, and he automatically would
be prevented from making a wijor address.

The Salvadorean

represmtative claimed that Spmtak already had limited the
First Oommittee*s debate on this proposal and that he now
was doing the same in the Assembly.

Castro insisted that

his protest be entered in the records, and he threatened to
walk out of the meeting.^
Spaak refused to comment on the withdrawal threat, and
insisted that he bad no desire to prevent Castro from spesfc-

*JSââ‘* p. U?7.
Sibid.. p. lira.
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lag at leogtii on the Spanlslx question.

Be then asked if

either the Oubaa or Costs Bioan speaker would agree to speak
for only three or four minutes to allow the Salvadorean dele
gate to make a major address.^
Belt (Cuba) oonoeded the point and suggested that eaoh
speaker be permitted only one minute, slnoe the Spanish ques
tion had been dleoussed fully by the first Committee.

Long

speeches eould be olroulated in writing, mhleh he for one
agreed to read and study.^

% s ohalzman then proposed that

the Costa Rloan and Salvadorean delegates should speak
against the resolution and those of Tcnesuela and Ozeohoslovakla should speak for It.
be without time Hmlt.

dll four speeohes were to

The Cxeohoslovaklan delegate yield

ed his privilege to Leon Jouhaux, the frenoh delegate, who
vigorously supported the resolution.*
■umerous speeches were made on the Spanish question,
and the dlsousslon was oarrled over into the fifty-ninth
meeting (evening of Deoember 13).

At tlat time the first

Committee report was submitted to a vote of the Assembly.
A* C. Bottomley {United Xlngdom) requested a separate vote
Gibld.. p. 1179.
^Ibld.. p. 1179.
®Ibld.. pp. 1190-11%.
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on th# pazsgraph zeoonwudlDg that the Seouzlty Coumoil oonsldar aeaaures to be takea against Franco Spain if that
government, within a reasonable length of time, were not
replaoed by one more demoeratio in form.
was adopted by a show of hands.

This paragraph

The entire resolution was

submitted to a roU-oall vote, resulting in its adoption
thirty-four to six with thirteen abstentions.

II
In the First Oommitteeis work on the Spanish question
(1946), the Bispanie hmerioaa states of Ohils, Guatemala,
Bexioo, Panama, Uruguay, and Tenezuela had favored a reso
lution reooKBsnding that United latlons members sever rela
tions with the Franoo government.

After the defeat of their

proposal, they had supported the Belgian resolution sailing
for member nations to withdraw their ministers from Madrid,
whloh ths Assembly eonsldered and adopted on Deoember 12,
1946.
These delegations, favoring a severanoe of relations
with Spain and voting for the Belgian resolution in the
First Committee, were the most energetlo In supporting the
resolution in the Assembly diseussion.
Bibid.. pp. 1221-1222.

They again rejected

tbe aox^lntczrentioiiista* axgUBonta that eeveranott of rela
tion» oonstltotad Intervention and insisted that the United
Mations should make an offeotire oontrihntion within the
10
Charter to aid the Danish people.
They deplored the fact
that S M M nations had publicly orademned the Franoo regime
(Potsdam, San Frantiiseo, and London) but were giving that
regime their politioal and legal protection. .They also reJeoted the possibility that Spain could regain demooraoy or
overthrow Franoo without at least moral aid and support
from the outside.
The suggestion that a plebiscite eould be held under
Franco's auspices to stimulate A e growth of demooraoy in
Spain was rejected.

They deemed it neoessary to isolate

^>ain in order to prevent its fasoist govemmm&t from in
fecting other governments and to enable Spaniards to over
throw Franoo.

Colleotive repudiation and isolation was

not intervention, as in the ease of unilateral interven
tion by a single power in a weaker power.

To invoke the

prinoiple of non-intervention against this type of motion
was a contradiction of & e prinoiple of United Mations
colleotive motion in the interests of intematiatal peace
^°Ibld.. pp. 1166-1169, 1204-1206, 1210-1212,
1314-1216, 1219-1220.
^^Ibid.. PP. 1179-1183.
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aad seeoxitj.
This grotq> fuxtli«i insisted that ths xssolution was mild
enoufl^ and Isgal aeooxding to the Obaxtsx.^

They xejsoted

ths axgumsmt that not all United Mations membexs had dsmooxatio gOTsxmsnts and to take notion against a non-membex
fox that xsason was a oontxadiotion.

Indeed, they insisted

that the pxoposed aetion was oonsidexed beoause the Franoo
gOTSxnaent, in addition to being anti-demooratio and diotatoxial, was an Axis oxeataxe.
These states, in Assembly diseussion now wexe joined by
three non-intexwentioniste (non-sevexanoe) states (fiioaragua,
Paraguay, and United States).

Bolivia had registered no

vote on the oomplete Belgian resolution in the First Com
mittee's voting, but it had voted for eaoh of its two para
graphs.

Bolivia, like Bieaxagua, Paraguay, and the United

States, vooally supported the Belgian resolution in the
General Assembly.

The delegates of Bioaragua, Paraguay,

and the United States supported the resolution in the in
terests of unanimity, as well as in the hope that it might
suoceed in establishing a more demoeratio government in
Spain.

They recognised that the resolution contemplated a

peaceful change in the Spanish government, and that the

^Ibid.. pp. 1179-1183.
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prinoiple of non-lntorrantion therefore vas not being eaorifleed.^®
Bolivi*, Iloaragtia, and the Onlted States said that al
though they had favored the Shited States proposal In the
first Oosmlttee, they now would support the Belgian resolu
tion as an aot in aooordanoe with the prinoiples of the
Oharter.^*

This reversal of attitudes by three non-inter

ventionists was indeed enoouraging to Inter-imerloan co
operation.
Among the Znter-Amexioan delegations speaking against
the Belgian resolution in the Assembly were the pro-franoo
representatives of SI Salvador and Ai^entina and the nox^
interventionist representatives of Costa Rioa, Souador, and
Peru.

The representatives of Cuba and Colombia, who had

assooiated themselves with the non-interventionists in the
First Committee *s dlsousslon and voting announced their in
tention not to support the Belgian resolution.

However,

13%bid.. pp. 1300-1202, 1203-1304.
^*Adlai S. Stevenson (United States) eomaented on the
paragraph reoommending that the Counoil be asked to
oonsider adequate measures, if a more favorable govern
ment were not established in Spain. His delegation
doubted that the Charter authorized the Council to aot
in that oapaeity and would abstain in voting on that
paragraph, if the paragraphs were eubmitted separately.
See, ;bid., pp. 1217-1218.

ISibid.. pp. 1169-1176, 1179.
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they (Colombia and Cuba) did not aotirely oppose or denounce
the Belgian resolution as did the non-interventloniet dele
gations (Costa Rica, Ecuador* and Peru).

These latter rep

resentatives insisted that they opposed the resolution* be
cause (in their opinion) colleotive withdrawal of ministers
from Madrid constituted intervention* and they would not
support any resolution embodying intervention in the in
ternal affairs of a sovereign govenanent.

They did not in

tend to support any form of Intervention against any kind
of government.
These non-interventionist states differed from the proFranoo states (Argentina and El Salvador) in that they were
y

•_

well aware of the nature of the Frwoo government* which
they did not intend to praise,

however, they expressed the

view that inasmuch as the Security Council had determined
that Franoo Spain did not constitute an actual threat to
world peace, the United Mations should not forsake the
prinoiple of the equality of states and Intervene in mat
ters essentially within the domestic juriediotion of a
state.

Sinoe the forms of democracy varied throu^out the

world, the criteria of democracy also varied, and therefore,
an attempt to impose demooraoy on a single state would con
stitute intervention.

The democratic system should be al

lowed to arise spontaneously within a state rather than be
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ImpoMd from the outside.

By the same token, an attenpt to

foxoe a state hy eolleotlve severanoe of relations was in10

tarTentioa Incompatible with the United Sationa Charter.
Moreover; intervention vae contrary to the prinoiplee of
the Znter-Anerioan eyetem.

17

The Cuban delegate said that he would neither vote for
nor against the Belgian resolution# sinoe the resolution
called for the recall of ministers and ambassadors from
Madrid# and Cuba had never had an ambassador accredited to
16
the franoo government.
However# he did not wish to oppose
the resolution# beoause he felt that its rejeotion would aid
franoo.

The Colombian delegate said that the franoo regime

should be replaoed# but he believed in the desirability of
inducing franoo to introduce reforms by United Nations re
quest in preference to coercion.
The pro-franoo delegates from El Salvador and ArgeiM
tina agreed with the non~interventionist delegations of
Costa Rica# Eouador# and Peru that the franoo government
was not a threat to international peace sad that any action
ISibld.. pp. 1171, 1183-1185.
p. 1216.
^^Ibld.i p. 1179.
^^Ibid.. p. 1175.

taken against that government would constitute intervention
in violation of the Charter•

they also insisted that the

resolution violated the principles of the Xnter^Amexioan
system*

they maintained that there was no foreign influence

in Spain (in 1948) and that there was no threat against inr20
ternational peaoe hy the Franoo government*
The Salvadorean delegate announced that he would not
only vote against the Belgian Resolution hut that if the
resolution should he passed by the Assembly, his government
would reserve the right to re*eramine the resolution In
B1
light of the Charter and national interests.
Both the
Argentine and Salvadorean delegates insisted that the Spanr
ish problem was beyond United Bâtions jurisdiotion.

The

Argentine delegate said that the proposed action was no more
justified against the Frazu)o government than similar action
would be against communist or capitalist governments.
The United Rations should refrain f r m concerning itself
with Internal political problems and oonoem itself solely
with international social conditions*
20lbid.. p. 1189.
p. 1180.

^^Ibid.. p. 1207.
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The Belgian resolution was well supported by the InterAoerioan delegations in spite of the non-interre ntionist and
pro-franoo opposition.

The nations that had opposed the Bel

gian resolution in the First Oommittee on non-interventionist
grounds (Bioaragua, Paraguay, and the United States) now
joined the supporters of the resolution (Bolivia, Chile,
Quateaala, Hezioo, Panaoa, Uruguay, and Venezuela) in the
Assembly notion.

Cuba and Colombia had opposed the Belgian

resolution in the first Oommittee also, but they did not
aotively oppose it in the Assembly disoueeion.

These dele

gations generally agreed that a recall of ministers and am
bassadors from Madrid did not constitute, intervention in
Spain*s internal affairs.
Znter-Amcriean opposition to the Belgian resolution in
the Assembly debate was led by Costa Bioa, Souador, and
Peru who opposed on non-interventionist grounds.

The oppo

sition further was supported by Argentina and SI Salvador
who evidenced obvious admiration for the franco regime.
This mads a total of five Inter-American delegations oppos
ed to the Belgian resolution in the Assembly debate.
The delegations of Brazil, Domlnioan Republio, Haiti,
and Honduras were the only Inter-Arnerioan delegations not
to take part in the Assembly discussion.

Determination of

their opinions depended on their votes on the Belgian reso-
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Ill
7b# Oanezal Atseably adopted the Belgian resolution in
a roll-call rote of thirty-four to six with thirteen absten
tion#.^

All Inter-Amerioan delegation# voted <» this reso

lution, but their votes were widely divided.

Twelve Inter-

Amerioan delegations voted for the resolution:
JBSUSl£* fiBlil*
@4ate^,%o, jftJL*!» Mexico.
Hioaragaa. Panama. Paraguay. United States. Uruguay.
and Yenesuala.
Six voted against the resolution:
Argentina. Oosta mga, Dominican Republic. Ecuador.
El Salvador, and £££&.
Three abstained:
Colombia. Cuba, and Bonduras.
The six Inter-American delegations voting against the
resolution oast the only negative votes in the General Assem
bly.

It is significant that the only nations willing to go

on record as definitely opposing action against Franco were
six Hispanic American republics.

Argentina ended its record

of nonmpartioipation by voting against this resolution.

The

other five delegations had been consistent supporters of
non-intervention, and their negative votes were anticipated,
^^ b i d .. pp. 1221-1222.
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Th« Dominican Rapublio had been silent in the debates
on the Spanidi question bat had oonsistently voted against
taking action against Franco in the first Committee exoept
in the voting on the Cnited States and Colombian resolutions,
Peru and Costa Bioa vent on record as being against Franco's
form of government, and Peru still favored barring that
government from the Onited Bâtions.

But neither delegation

supported the Belgian resolution because of their non-interventiooist policies.
The reasons' for the negative votes of Argentina and XI
Salvador were very different from those of Peru and Costa
Rica, and even Xouador.

The statements of the representa

tive from XI Salvador, when oov^led vith his voting, indi
cated that he vas consistently pro-Franco.

The Argentine

representative's disinterest in the First Committee vork,
his failure to vote, and his abortive speeohes in that Com
mittee, indicated reluctance to take action against the
Franoo regime*

This "relwtance" vas merely a thinly dis

guised favoring of the France regime.
The three nations abstaining (Colombia, Cuba, and Hon
duras) vers non-interventionists.

Honduras had voted for

the United States proposal and for the second paragraph of
the Colombian proposal in the First Committee.

It had never

vooally ejqpressed itself but had voted consistently vith the
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noor-lnteTTentioniat group.

Cuba bad avowed that It would

not »iq>poxt tbe Belgian reeolutlon bat was outspoken In its
disapproval of the franoo regime and did not maintain ambas
sadorial relations with franoo Spain.

During the Assemblf

dlsousslon, the Cuban delegate had expressed an Intent to
abstain, whloh he did, beoause he did not want to prejudloe
aetion against franoo, nor did he wish to forsake the prin
oiple of non-intervention.
Colombia might have been expected to support the first
Committee*s report to the Assemblf.

Its delegation had of

fered a resolution, whloh If followed to Its ultimate oonoluslon, would have involved action stronger than that provlded for in the Belgian resolution.

Its rejection might

have found Colombia disposed to support some other form of
action, but the Colombian delegate had not supported the
Belgian resolution In the interests of non-intervention
during the Committee work, and he did not now abandon that
position.
Ihe united States had been opposed to any *interven
tionist" proposals in the committee dlsousslon, and it again
questioned the legality of the Belgian resolution In the As
sembly.

However, the United States supported the Belgian

proposal In the Assembly whloh It had never done In the ooiemlttee work.

The united States voted without reserve for
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th6 Belgian resolution in the General ieeembly, while being
an avowed non-interventionist in the ooaaittee prooeedings.
Paraguay and Bioaragua had both been non-interve ntiourists in the first Oommittee, but they followed the lead of
the United States and voted for the Belgian resolution.
Baiti voted for this resolution after having taken little
part in the development of a rosolution in the first Com
mittee.

Bolivia and Brasil also had taken little part in

the oommittee work, but they voted with the United States
and the five delegations proposing a resolution stronger
than the eompromise resolution of Belgium.
for the prestige of the Inter-Amerioan system, it is
indeed fortunate that tvelve Inter-Amerioan delegations did
s%q)port the Belgian resolution.

But the faot that the only

negative votes on this isqiortant question were from the Wes
tern Hemisphere does illustrate a laok of solidarity in the
Inter-Amerioan system.
The w o A of the General Assembly on the Spanish ques
tion during Deoember 1946 resulted in a resolution vhich if
carried to its fullest extent might have served to remedy
the undesirable politioal and sooial conditions in Spain.
The Assembly work presented an opportunity to examine the
workings of the Inter-Amerioan system on a question that
was not essentially Inter-Amerioan but which was of primary
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The Els-

panlo Amerloan nations by virtue of their ties with Spain
had special interest in the question*

The United States

had an interest in helping the infant United Hâtions face
W

to the task of solving this complex problem*
The United States did not exercise any obvious control

or influenoe over any large number of the Inter-American
delegations in the First Committee work# and the General
Assembly voting demonstrated that the United States follow
ed rather than led the five states that had earlier proposed
a stronger resolution favoring a severance of relations with
Spain.

The final resolution adopted by the General Assembly

was mors nearly like the joint resolution of Chile# Guate
mala# Kexleo# Panama# and Venezuela than those proposed by
Colombia or the United States*

The voting on the First Com

mittee report indeed demonstrated not only the wide diver
gence of Inter-Amerioan opinions but also that each nation
voted according to its own dictates*

Figure No.

9

United Nations G eneral Aasaiably
T it le o f Resolution B e lK lw
~
Paragraph ( e n t ir e t e ^ )
Ü. Né Action A dopted 54 to 6 . 1 5 a b s ta in Date Deoember 1 2 . 19 46
Delegation

.........—
Yes

Abstain

.No

Vote Unregistered

X

Argentina
B o liv ia

X

B ra z il

X

C h ile

X

Colombia

X
X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

E l Salvador

X

Guatemala

X

H a iti

X
X

Honduras
Mexico

X

Nicaragua

X

Panama

X

Paraguay

X

1

X

Peru
United Stateè

X

Uruguay

%

Venezuela

X
Totals

Voting with the U. S.

12

11

1
1

6

‘

.

V

Not voting with the U. S.

9

:
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Ctopter T
The Failure to Reaffirm Wie December 1946 Resolution

I
The General Assembly resolution of December 12, 194S,
reoommende^ that United lotions members withdraw their am
bassadors and ministers from Madrid and that the members re
port at the General Assembly's next session what action they
had taken in accordance with the recommendation.

At the

session following the Deoember 1946 resolution, the secre
tary-general of the Assembly reported on the action taken
by members.*

He reported that three states (XI Salvador,

The Hetberlands, United kingdom) had recalled ambassadors
or ministers, nineteen states bad no aocredited ambassadors
or ministers in Spain, and thirty had no relations of any
kind with Franco Spain.

Liberia said that it would adhere

to the resolution, the Dominican Republio said that proper
consideration would be given to the resolution, and Argen
tina acknowledged the notification of the resolution from
the secretary-general,

(Argentina appointed a new ambassa

dor to Madrid in 1947.)
After the report of the members' actions on the Deoem-

^nited Hâtions, Yearbook 1946-47. p. 130.
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b*r 1946 reeolutlon, the Spanish question vas placed on the
Aeeemhly agenda of the second United Satlone seselon.

At

the ninety-first meeting of the Assembly (September 23, 1947),
ths Spanish question mas referred to the first Committee for
considération and report.

The first Oommittee b s £ ^ discus

sion of the Spanish question at its one-hundred and third
meeting (lake Sucoess, hem York, hovember 10, 1947), and the
diseussion lasted into ths one-hundred and fourth meeting
(loveaber 11, 1947).

At the latter meeting, Lange (Poland)

made a denunciatory speech about the franoo government and
introduced a resolution rhleh would reaffirm the resolution
of Deoember 12, 1946.

% e Polish resolution, dated Soveo-

»

.

.

.

ber 11, 1947, stated:

pia Oememl KnsmWJi^
Reaffirming again its resolution 39(1} of 13 Deooiaber xÿtô concerning relatione of Member States of
the United Nations with Spain»
to the Seoiirltf Counoll that It consider»
within âmonth» the Danish question and that It take
adequate measures» In conformity with article 41 of
the Charter» In order to remedy the present situation
according to the resolution of 13 December 194So^
The delegation of Yugoslavia Introduced an amendment to
the Polish proposal» whloh would make that proposal somewhat
^United Nationst Gweral Assembly» First Committee»
Second Session» Official Records> Document A/O.1/359»
Annex 20a» p. 62§.
'
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Tha Tugoslav anendment reooonended that the Seour-

ity Oounoll tapoae eoonmalo eanotlons on Spain.

That amend

ment etated:
Add in pazagmph 2 after the wozda "in conformity
with Article 41 of the Charter* the following words;
"particularly measnree of an eoonomio nature."
At the one-hundred and fifth meeting (Sovember 11, 1947),
Loridan (Belgium) introduced a resoluti<m, submitted jointly
by the delegations of Belgium, The Netherlands, and Luxem
bourg.

That resolution, submitted in a ooog>roai8e spirit

stated:

I&iâsassâlASâsa^
Takes note of the part of the 8eoretary-Oeneral*s
annual report dealing with the relations of Nembers
of the United Nations with Spain, and notes the
measures taken by virtue of resolution 39 (I) re
garding such relations adopted by the Qeneral
Assembly on 12 Deoember 1946;
Regrets that the reoommendations inviting all Members
of the United Nations to recall their ambassadors and
ministers plenipotentiary from Madrid immediately has
not been fully applied;
____________
thattheSecurityCouncil
will exeroise its responsibilities for the main
tenance of international peaoe and security as soon
as the Spanish question shall require the adoption
of such measures,*
^Ibid.. Document A/c.1/263, Annex SOe, p. 628.

*Ibld.. Document A/C.1/261, Annex 20o, p. 627.
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M. C;. Satalvad (India) favored reaffirming the December
1948 resolution, and to that end, he introduced an amendment
to the joint resolution of Belgium, The Betherlands, and
Luxembourg.

The amendment mas to modify the last eentenoe

of the joint resolution, so as not to weaken the 1946 reso
lution.

The amendment stated:

Delete last paragraidi; substitute the following:
expresses its oonfidenoe that the Security Council
will as recommended in resolution 39 (I) dated 13
December 1946 consider the adeouate measures to be
taken to remedy the situation."
Padilla Bervo (Mexico) also introduced a joint resolu
tion, submitted by the delegations of Cuba, Guatemala, Mexi
co, Panama, and Oruguay.

He noted that the resolution of

December 1946 had not been fully oosyilied with, and in the
Interests of promoting co-operation and unity, he did not
intend to introduce a stronger resolution.

This resolution

stated:
thereas the Seoretars^Oenexal in his annual report
has informed the General Assembly of the steps taken
by the States Members of the Organisation in pursu
ance of its reoommendations of 12 Deoember 1946;
Reaffirms its resolution 39 (I) adopted on 12 Deoem
ber 1946 concerning relations of Members of the
United Mations with Spain, and

^Ibid.. Document A/O.l/263, Annex 20d, p. 627.
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Sxpr«sses its coiafideiioa that the Seourlty Counoll
will exeroise its responsibilities under the Charter
should it ooneider that the situation in regard to
Spain 80 requires.*
Belt j Banires (Cuba) for his delegation, and for the
Panamanian and Cuatemalan delegations, submitted a proposai
for the creation of a sub-ooiaalttee to draft a generally
aooeptable text.

That sub-ommittee, with a suggested mes^

bership of all authors of proposals and amendments on the
Spanish question, would include the representatives of
Belgium, Cuba, Guatemala, India, Luxembourg, Mexico, The
«
Betherlands, Pamaa, Uruguay, and Ibgoslavia.' The pro
posal for a sub-oommittee was put to a vote and adopted by
the First Committee.
The sub-oommittee drew up a resolution, whloh was re
ported to the First Committee at its one-hundred and seventh
meeting on the following day (Hovember 12, 1947).

Setalvad

(India), the sub-oommittee chairman, presented the report,
which was essentially the same resolution submitted joint
ly by the delegations of Cuba, Guatemala, Panama, Uruguay,
and MSxioo.

The sub-oommittee resolution stated:

^Ibid.. Document A/C.l/260/Bev. 1, Annex 20b,
pp. 626-627.

7Ibid.. Document A/O.l/264, Annex 20f, p. 628.
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Vhereas the Seoretary-Genezal In hie annual report
has Informed the General Aeeembly of the steps taken
hy the States Members of the Organisation In pursuanoe.of its reoommendations of 12 Deoember 1948;
The General Assembly
Reaffirms its resolution 39 {X} adopted on 12 Deoem
ber 1946 oonoeming relations of Members of the
United Mations with Spain» and
Zrpresses its oonfidenoe that the Security Counoil
will exeroise its responsibilities under the Charter
as soon as it considers that the situation in regard
to Spain so requires."
This resolution was put to a roll-oall rote by para
graphs» resulting in adoption of its three paragraphs.

The

first Committee then adopted the entire sub-oonraittes reso
lution, and the chairman announced that the rapporteur
would report the resolution to the General Assembly.
Henrik de Kauffman (Denmark)» the first Committee
kapporteur» read the Cwmittee report to the General As
sembly at its one-hundred and eighteenth meeting (Bowember 17» 1947).

After some spirited discussion on the re

port and the Spanish question in general» the Assembly
president» Oswaldo Aranha (Brasil)» called for a roll-oall
vote on eaoh paragraph» as requested by S. E. Duran-Ballen
(Eouador).*^

The first paragraph was adopted, and the

8ibid.. Document A/C.1/265» Annex 20g, p. 628.
^Ibid.. p. 431.
^^Dnited Mations» General Assembly, Officiai Records.
Second Session, Vol. II» p. 1095.
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praaident then advised the Assembly that the second para
graph required a two-thirds majority for adoption.

The

second paragraph was rejected, failing to obtain a requisite
tso-thirds majority.

(It received only twenty-niw votes to

sixteen with eight abstentions.)^^

The third paragraph was

adopted, and the president then called for a vote on the
first Committee resolution, without the second paragraph
which had failed to get the neoessary t*o-thirds majority.
The resolution was adopted without the second paragr^h
(lAioh reaffirmed the 1945 resolution recommending that
United Hâtions members withdraw their ministers from Madrid.)
8y rejecting the second paragraph of the First Coaoaittee
resolution, the Assembly simply did net reaffirm the Deoember
1946 resolution, so it may be presumed that that resolution
was dead.

According to the third paragraph, the Assembly

bad left the dispoeal of the Spanish question to the Seourity Council.

XI
In November 1947, the main issue confronting the Gen
eral Assembly in its consideration of the Spanish question
was «Aether or not to reaffirm the resolution of December
12, 1948.

That resolution's success was difficult to

l^Ibid.. pp. 1095-1096.
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■oasvura, baoauae it xeconmeadad that BWlted gâtions members
withdraw thalz missions from Madrid, and many mnabezs did
mot maintain ralations with tha Franoo government.

The reso-

Intion was intended as a step in the diraotlon of changing
the Spanish government, but it had aocomplished little and
had no real effeotiveness during 1947.
The Polish resolution, the joint resolution of Ouba,
Guatemala, Panama, Uruguay, and hezioo, and the Indian amend
ment to the joint resolution of Belgium, The Netherlands, and
Luxembourg all would have reaffirmed the December 1946 reso
lution*
In the diseussion of this question both in the General
Assembly and in the First Committee, the Inter-Amerioan dele
gations were widely divided in opinion.

Chile, Guatemala,

Panama, Uruguay, and Tenesuela had supported the December
1946 resolution, and tiiey supported the reaffirmation of
that resolution in the First Oommittee and Assembly discusSion.

Cuba had not supported the December 1943 resolu

tion when it was adopted by the Assembly, but at that time
had abstained from voting.

However, Cuba now joined Guate

mala, hezioo, panama, and Uruguay in proposing a resolution
to reaffirm the Deoember 1946 resolution.

^^Ibid.. p. 1081.

Ecuador had voted
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agaiast tbe resolution, but bad aocepted Its deoislon.

Tbe

Xonadorean delegate announoed tbat be would eiQ>poxt reaffirm
ing tbe resolution, as did tbe Cuban delegate, in tbs Inter
ests of Qonslstenoy and logic. "

Botb Cuba and Ecuador bad

been in tbe group tiist bad Ineleted tbat colleotive severanoe of relatione witb tbe Franoo regime constituted Inter
vention in Spain's internal affairs.
light Inter-Amerioan delegations (Chile, Cuba, Bouador,
Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Oruguay, and Tenesuela) supported
tbe reaffirming of tbe December 1946 resolution, and they
were among tbe strongest supporters of reaffirmation in the
General Assembly.

Sinoe the resolution bad been passed

by a two-thirds majority of tbe Assembly, it should be re
affirmed to realise tbe full benefits intended by tbe reso
lution, and tbe Seourity Council should oarry out the reso
lution in conformity witb tbe Charter.

(This was expressed

in tbe joint reeolutlon of Ouba, Guatemala, Panama, Uruguay,
and Mexico submitted to the First Conmiittee and also in the
sUb-committee resolution submitted to tbe First Committee.}
These delegations resented Franco's mistreatment of
tbe Spanish people:

they pointed to tbe laws of succession

^®First Cmnmittee, Ibid.. pp. 419, 423-437.
l*Ibid.. pp. 404-405, 411-412, 417, 428.
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lapoaed by m faked plebiscite (1946), new anti-labor lavs,
and generally increased persecution of Spaniards in a deteriorated political situation.

Tbe argument that collective

action in severing relations constituted intervention was
again rejected, and they urged reaffirmation of the Decem
ber 1946 resolution as the Dnlted Bâtions* best method of
taking action against the Franco regime.
The delegations of Brasil and Bioaragua thought that
the Assembly could go no farther than the Deoember 1946 reso16
lution in taking action against the Franoo regime.
They
would support come fora of aetion allowed by the Charter,
but they did not openly advooate reaffirmation of the Deoem
ber 1946 resolution.
The United States returned to its plaoo with the noninterventionists in not supporting the rdiffirmation of the
Deoember 1946 resolution.

The United States joined Costa

Rioa and Peru in opposing the reaffirmation of that reso17

lution on noi^lntorvoAtlonist grounds »

Thee# three dele

gations (Costa Eica» ?erup United States) felt that the
Franco regime was not aggressive»that the previous résolul^ibld.. p. 417.
^ I b l d .. pp. 416-417.
^^Ibid.. p. 412.

tioa had baan to no avail, and that no form of aanottona
should ba imposed on the Spanish people.

They insisted that

sanations would cause the Spanish people undue suffering and
Tiolenoe and that the DeoMibez 1946 resolution had only
tended to unify the Spanish people behind Franco.
The pro-Franoo states (SI Salvador and A^entina) were
extremely vocal in their opposition to reaffirming the De
cember 1946 resolution.

Roberto Despndel (Dominican Re

public) voiced opposition to the December 1946 resolution
in the same tones as had the pro-Fzanoo states of Argentina
and SI Salvador.

Both Si Salvador and the Dominican Re

public had voted against the resolution when it had been
adopted on December 13, 1946, but both had withdrawn their
ministers from Madrid in *oomplianoe* with that resolution.
They both regretted and disliked this "intervention" inter
fering with Spanish sovereignty.

The delegates of Argentina,

the Dominican Republic, and SI Salvador insisted that the
resolution in question was contrary to the Charter and eon19
stituted intervention, which they xealously opposed.
They
implied that the opposition to the Franco regime was a di
rect result of leftist agitation in the world.
^^Ibid.. p. 429.

19
Ibid..pp. 417-41S, 424-426, P. 429.
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B o I I t Is ,

Oolombia, Baitl, Honduras» and Paraguay did

not partloipats in the discussion over the reaffirmation
of the December 1946 resolution in either the General As
sembly or in the First Gommittee.

However» Bolivia» Haiti»

and Paraguay had voted for the resolution when it had been
adopted» and Colombia and Honduras had both abstained.

An

examination of those five states' votes would be necessary
to determine their attitudes on reaffirming the resolution.
The General Assembly work on reaffirming the December
1946 resolution demonstrated the cleavage and lack of soli
darity witWn the Inter-American system.

The group favor

ing action included those that had favored it in 1946» but
with the addition of Cuba and Bouador.

The latter two

states formerly had opposed recalling ministers from Madrid
as constituting intervention in Spanish domestic affairs»
but they now joined the group favoring a severance of re
lations with Spain for a laudable reason —

to support a

previous resolution of the General Assembly.
The United States had voted for the resolution in
1946.

How» {1947) the United States again joined the non

interventionists.

The anti-severance, non-interventionist

states of Costa Rioa and Peru had opposed the resolution
when it had been adopted» and still opposed it (1947).
Brazil and licaragua had voted for the resolution» but
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they seemed only lukeeaza toward reaffirmation.

The Domini

can Bepuhlio had voted against the resolution and now erprea*
sed opinions of the Franco regime resembling those eq>reesed
by the avowed pro-Franoo delegations, Argentina and XI Sal
vador.

Ill
On Xovember 13, 1947, the sub-oommittee resolution was
presented to the First Oommittee for approval, and it was
adopted in a paragraph vote.

The first paragraph acknow

ledged the seoretary-general*s report on steps taken by
Onited Xations mehbers on recommendations of the December
1946 resolution.

The First Oommittee adopted that para-

graph thirty-eight votes to six with eleven abstentions.
Fourteen Inter-Amerioan delegations voted for the first
paragraph*
fiSUSih» SüB&siJ .
Xouador. Qu^tema^a,
Haiti. Honduras. MsStSS.» Hicarapua. P^ama,
United States. Uruguay, and Venesuela.
Six voted against It.
Argentina. Costa Rioa. Dominican Republie. X^
Salvador. Paraguay, and Peru.
One abstained*
Colombia.

^°Ibid.. pp. 439-430.

pn

•»9X^

The first paragraph was generously supported by the
Inter-Amerioan states, tout it did not propose anything, nor
did it raise any issues.

However, the second paragraph,

which reaffirmed the Seceatoer 1946 resolution, was more
controversial and got less sv^port.

It was adopted toy the

First Oommittee thirty votes to fourteen with eleven atosten21
tions.
Ten Inter-Amerioan delegates voted for the second
paragraph:
Bolivia. Chile. Ctotoa. Bouador. Guatemala. Haiti,
faasm, Pruguer. and .Vepeguela..
Bight voted against it:

AMaaUto, ££ajEii, sasAft M s&.

&L

ïssiMâs.»

Paraguay. Peru, and Ihiited gtatea.

Three atoetained from voting:
Oolomtoia. Honduras, and Hioaragus.
7h9 third paragraph of the euh^oommittee report was
adopted thirty-seven votes to six with twelve atostentions.
This paragraph expressed the General Assemtoly's oonfidenoe
that the Security Council would take measures against Franco
Spain whenever the Spanish situation might require such ac
tion.

In effect, the third paragraph left the solution of

the Spanish protolem to the Seourity CouiMil.
^^Itoid.. p. 430.

^^Itoid.. p. 430.

Thirteen Inter-
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Amerlo&ii delegations voted for the third paragraph:
Braall. Chile. Cuba. gouador> Guatemala> Haiti.
Homittta». Mexioo> Hloaragna. Paaaaa. J M Î S â
State#. Uruguay, and Venesuela.
Six voted agpilmet it:
Argentina. Oosta Rioa. Dominican Republle. El
Salvador. i à S S O m » and fgra*
Ten abstained from voting:
»

Bolivl^a and Colombia.
lbs entire sub-oommittee resolution was put to a vote
after adoption of the separate paxagrspbs, and it was adopt23
«1 twenty-nine votes to six witb twenty abstentions.
sine
Inter-Amerioan states voted for the entire sub-eoamittee
resolution:
S2ÿî&f Ecuador. Guatemala. Haiti. Mexico.
Panama. Oruguav. and Isup^f^ela.
Six voted against it:
Argentina. Costa Rica. Doainioan Republic. El
Salvador.
and £ e ^ ^
Six abstaioed;
Bolivia. Brasil. Colombia. Honduras. Sloaragua.
and United States.
Mine Inter-Amerioan states (Chile, Cuba, Ecuador, Guate
mala, Haiti, Mexico, Panama, Uruguay, and Venesuela) voted
for the entire sub-oommittee resolution, and they had con
sistently voted for eaoh of its three paragraphs.

^Ibid.. pp. 430-431.

With the
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•zoeptioa of Baltl.» all of thoee states had vocally support
ed reaffirming the December 1948 resolution in the First
Oommittaa. Baiti had Totad for that resolution idxen it had
been adopted by the General Assembly» but Cuba had abstain
ed and Xouador bad voted against it.

Both Cuba end Ecuador

left the non-interventionist group to support the reaffir
mation of tbs resolution.

Bolivia voted for the first para

graph» and for the second paragraph» reaffirming the Decem
ber 1948 resolution, but chose to abstain on the third parag n p h whioh left the solution of the problem to the disposal,
of the Beourity Council.

Bolivia also abstained in the vot

ing on the entire sub-committee resolution.

Haiti had not

voiced any opinion in the discussion of the sub-committee
report in the First Committee» but its vote for all three
paragraphs of the resolution reaffirming the December 1948
resolution definitely placed it with those favoring a sever
ance of relations with rtsaioo Spain.
The non-interventionist delegations (Costa Bioa» Domin
ican Repnblio» Paraguay» and Peru) in addition to the proFranco non-interventionists (Argentina and El Salvador)
opposed eaoh paragraph of the resolution» and voted against
thh entire resolution.

Their votes were the only ones cast

against the first and third paragraphs of the sub-committee
resolution.

The United States and Brazil voted for the
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first

third paragraphe, hat ahetalned la the voting on

the entire resolution.

This voting indicated that the non-

interventionists and pro-Franoo states were not willing to
reaffirm the resolution.
The suh-oommittee resolution's third paragraph rect»mended that the Beourity Council take action on the Span
ish question whenever it deemed such to be neoeesary.

This

paragraph received the support of three more Inter-kmerioan
votes than did the paragraph calling for reaffirming the
Deoember 1940 resolution,

Bolivia voted for the second

paragraph but abstained on the third paragraph.

Honduras

voted for the first and third paragraphs of the resolution
but abstained on ths second paragraph.

Hicaragua and the

United States voted for the first paragraph but against
the second paragraph.
The entire resolution received fewer votes than any
of the paragraphs, including the votes of only eight Interimerican delegations (Chile, Cuba, Bouador, Guatemala,
Haiti, Mexico, Panama, Uruguay, and Venezuela).

Baiti

bad been silent in the First Committee discussion but had
voted for eaoh of the three paragraphs and for the entire
resolution.

The ether seven Inter-Amerioan delegations

had supported reaffirmation in the First Committee.
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Brasil 9 Hondurast Blcaragua^ and the United States
voted for the first and third paragraphs, but they abstalzw
sd in the vote on the entire resolution.

Bolivia made a

unique performance, voting for the first and second para
graphs, abstaining on the third paragraph, and abstaining
on the entire resolution.

Colombia did not oppose the re-

affirmation of the resolution in the First ComJLtteo but
abstained on eaoh paragraph end on the complété resolution.
With the adoption of the resolution reaffirming the
December 1946 resolution, the First CoBimittee reported it

to the Oen.xaX Assembly.,

The General Assembly considered

the,First Committee report on Horemhas 17, 1247.

The vot-

.

ing in the General Assembly vas similar to that of the
First Committee*

The first and third paragraphs of the

resolution were passed by the General Assembly, but the
second paragraph (reaffirming the December 1946 resolu
tion) required a two-thirds majority, whioh it failed to
receive*
The first paragraph, aohnowledglng action taken by
United hâtions members on the DecoLiber 1946 resolution
vas adopted thirty-seven votes to five uith eleven absten34
tions.
Thirteen Znter-Amexioan delegations voted for

24
General Assembly, Ibid.. p. 1095.
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the first paragraph:
BoliTia. Brasil.
Ouha. Guatemala. Haiti,
Hendnrae. Mexico. Mioaragua. Panama. Halted
States. Druauay. «ad Venezuela.
Five voted against it:
Argentina. Costa Rioa» Oomlnioaa Republic.
II Salvador, and ESSH‘
Two abstained from votimg:
Colombia and Eonador.
One registered mo vote:

The o n l y states in the General Assembly that voted
against the first and third paragraphs were Argentina,
Costa Rioa, Dominioan Republie, 11 Salvador, and Peru.
They had voted the same way in the First Committee, and
Paraguay had voted with this non-interventionist group.
However, in the Assembly, Paraguay registered no vote on
any of the paragraphs.
The seoond paragraph (reaffirming the December 1946
resolution) required a two-thirds majority, and it failed
to get that much support in the General Assembly, so it was
rejected twenty-nine votes for the paragraph; against sixteen with e i ^ t abstentions.

2S

Sine Inter-Amerioan dele

gations voted for the seoond paragraph:

^^Ibid.. pp. 1095-1096.
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Bolivia. Ohile. Outoa. Guatemala. Haïti. Mexioo.
Panama. OrueuaT. and Venezuela.
line voted against it:
Argentina. Brasil. Costa Rioa. Dominioan Republic.
E|. Salvador. Honduras. Mioaragua. Peru, and
United 8% t e e .
Teo abstaiiMdt
Colombia and Bouador.
One registered no vote:
Paraguay.
The nine Inter-Amerioan delegations that voted against
the seoond paragraph were non-interventionists who had con
sistently opposed the severanoe of relations with Pranoo
Spain.

The defeat of this paragraph actually out out the

heart of the First Committee resolution.
The third paragraph, leaving the problem of United
Mations membsrs* relations with Spain to the Seourity Coun
cil, was adopted thirty-six votes to five with twelve ab26
stentions.
Twelve Inter-Amerioan delegations voted for
this paragraph:
Brazil. Chile. Cuba. Guatemala. Haiti. Honduras.
Mexioo. Mioaragua. Panama. United States. Uruguay,
and Venezuela.

^Ibid.. p. 1096
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FIT# Toted agalnat It:
Argentina. Ooeta
and Peru#

Dominican Republio. &

Salvador,

Three abetalned from roting:
^Olivia. Colombian and Bouador#
One registered no vote:
Paraguay.

The only votes against the third paragraph were five
non-interventionist Inter-American delegations#

The vot

ing was muoh the same as on the first paragraph# except
that Bolivia voted for the first and second paragraphs and
abstained on the third.

Bouador had supported the affirma

tion of the Deoember 1946 resolution in the First Committee
disoussion and voting but abstained on all three paragraphs
in the Assembly voting#
The First Committee resolution# minus the paragraph
reaffirming the Deoember 1946 resolution calling for oolleetive withdrawal of ministers from Madrid# was adopted
by the General Assembly in an unlisted vote.

The resolu

tion as adopted by the General Assembly acknowledged the
action of United Rations members conoerning the December
1946 resolution and left the solution of the Spanish prob
lem in the hands of the Seourity Council#
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The familiar ihree-eay split was apparent in the vot
ing of the Inter-American states on reaffirming the Deoemher 1946 resolution.

The states that favored stronger ac

tion against the Franco regime supported the resolution in
its entirety, while the non-interventionists and the pro7zanoo states voted together against the seoond paragraph,
and thereby defeated reaffirmation.

However, the non-

interventionists voted with the pro-severanoe delegations
in supporting the first and third paragraphs of the reso
lution.

The Inter-Amerioan delegations, by their voting

and statements, were as divided on reaffirming the Decem
ber 1946 resolution as they had been when that resolution
had been adopted.

Figure No. 10
United Nations General Assembly#
Title of ResolutionSub^Cannnittee
U. N. Action Adopted &Ô to 6» 11
D elegation

Yes

No

First Committee
abstain

Paragraph One
Date November 1È#

Abstain

Vote U nregistered
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Chapter TZ
The Attempt to Revoke the December 1946 Résolution

I
Juliuas Iata-8uohy (Poland) plaoed the question of
Itoited Rations mwiber#' relations with Franco Spain on the
General Assembly agenda at its one-hundred and forty-seoond
meeting on September 24, 1948.

It was then decided to re

fer the Spanish question to the First Committee, charging
it to consider the implementation of the December 1946
resolution (recwmending that United Rations members with
draw their ministers from Madrid) and the implementation
of the resolution of RoveuAer 1947 (leaving settlement of
the Spanish question to the Security Council's disoretion).
In the latter resolution, the Assembly had w t reaffirmed
the December 1946 resolution.
The First Committee began consideration of the Span
ish question at its two-hundred and fifty-sixth meeting on
May 4, 1949.

At that meeting, Joao Carlos Munis (Brazil)

submitted a resolution on behalf of the delegations of
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, and Peru.

That resolution

stated:
^Otaited Rations, yearbook. 1948-49. p. 311.
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G«owal ABsemblT.
Conaidaring that, dozing its aeoond aesalon in 1947,
a propoaal intended to oonfizm the zeaolution of 13
Deoember 1946 on the political regime in pover in
Spain failed to obtain the approval of two-thixda
of the TOtea oaat;
Qonaidering that certain Qovemmanta have interpreted
the negative vote of 1947 aa virtually revoking the
olaoae in the previooa reaoluti<m vrhioh recommended
the withdrawal of heada of miaaion with the rank of
ambaaaador or ainiater plenipotentiary aoeredited to
the Spaniah Oovemnent;
that, in view of the doubt regarding the
validity of thia interpretation, other Covemmenta
have oontinued to refrain fr<» aoorediting heada of
miaaion to Madrid, thereby oreating inequality to
their diaadvantage;
Qonaidering that aooh oonfuaion may diminiah the preatige of the United lationa, whioh all itembera of the
Organisation have a particular intereat in preaerving;
OOMiderina that in any event the 1943 resolution did
not preaoribe the breaking of political and commercial
relatiwa with the Spanish Oovemment which have been
the aubjeot of bilateral agreements between the Govemmenta of several Member States and the Itedrid Govern
ment;
Qonaidering that, in the negotiation of such agree
ments, Govemmenta vhioh have owplied with the re
commendation of 13 December 1943 are plaoed in a
position of inequality idiieh works to the disad
vantage of eoonomioally weaker Qovenaents;
Decides, without prejudice to the declarations oontained in the resolution of 12 December 1946, to
leave Member 8tatee full freedom of action ae re
gards their diplomatic relatione with Spain.'*
^United Mations, General Aasembly, Third Session,
Second Part, Annerea 1948. Docuiwnt i/853, pp. 58-31.
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The .First CoMslttee resumed the dlsoaselon of the Span
ish question at its two-hundred and fifty-eighth meeting on
May 5» 1949.

At that meeting, Xats-Suohy (Poland) intro

duced a lengthy resolution that stated that the Franco
government had been established by the Axis Powers, had
aided the Axis Powers during the war, and still maintained
an anti-demooratio and dictatorial regime.

The Polish

resolution also noted that several United Mations members
had violated the resolutions of Deoesiber 1946 and Movember
1947.

The Polish resolution made several recommendations

including:
9. Calls upon the Members of ths United Mations to
oompXr with the letter and the spirit of the above
enumerated pronouncements, declarations and resolu
tions;
10. Recommends that all Members of the United Ma
tions should as a first step forthwith cease to ex
port to Spain arms and ammunition as well aa all
warlike and stratégie material;
11. Reoonmends that all Mie Mehbers of the United
Mations should refrain from entering into any
agreements or treaties with Franco Spain both
formally and
faoto;
%ats- 8uchy vigorously attaoked the United States for
allegedly seeking eoonomio concessions and for setting
up military bases in Spain. He attacked both the
United States and the United kingdom in the First
Conittee and in the General Assembly for aiding the
Franco government in return for military and eoonomio
advantages in Spain. See First Committee, Ibid..
pp. 173-174; also General Assembly, Ibid.. pp. 458464.
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12. HeaffixM that upon the establishment of a
demooratio government in Spain in aooordanoe with
the above enumerated pronounoeaente, declarations
and resolutions, the United aationa will look for
ward to weleoming Spain to membership in the United
Nations and its epeoialised agencies and affiliated
organisations;
13. expresses oonfidenoe that the Security Counoil
will have the situation in Spain under its oontinnous observation and will fulfill its responsibili
ties in regard to this situation in aooordanoe with
ths principles of the Clmrter.*
The disous8i<m of the Spanish problem was carried into
the two-hundred end fifty-ninth and two-hundred and sixtieth
meetings of the First Oommittee on May

6, 1949 and into the

two-hundred and sixty-first and second meetings on May 7,
1049.

At the latter meeting, the joint resolution (Bolivia,

Brasil, Colombia, and Peru} was put to a vote.

The first

and second paragraphs were voted on separately and adopted.
The operative (last) paragraph was put to a separate vote
end adopted.

The resolution as a whole then was voted on

and adopted.
A paragraph vote m a requested on the Polish resolu
tion, resulting in the rejection of every paragraph.

The

chairman refused to put the entire Polish resolution to a
vote, as requested by the Polish member, and the oommittee
*Ibid.. Annexes 1948, Document A/860, pp. 64-85.
Consult appendix for full text of the Polish
resolution.

Spirst Oommittee, Ibid.. pp. 238-240.
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The Joint reeolutlon was therefore adopted as the First
Oommittee*# report on the Spanish question and was taken to
the General Assemhlj.
At the two-hundred and e l ^ t h meeting of the Assembly
held on May 11, 1949, the First Committee rapporteur read
the report revoking the recommendation contained In the
December 1946 resolution.

There was no discussion at the

time, because the First Committee was considering another
problem, and the delegations of Guatemala and the Soviet
Dhlon requested that the First Committee and the General
Assembly not meet concurrently so as to permit First Con^
mlttee members to participate In the Assembly debate on the
Spanish question.^
The consideration of the Spanish question was resumed
at the two-hundred and thirteenth meeting of the General
Assembly pn May 16, 1949, and It continued Into the twohundred and fourteenth meeting.

The Joint resolution was

put to a vote, but It was not adopted because It failed to
get a xequixed teo-third# majority.

8

The Polish resolution

«as put to a paragraph vote, and all the paragraphs vers
gibid.. pp. 240-248.
^General Assembly, Ibid.. p. 256.
^Ibld.. p. 501.
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xejeoted^ as was the entire resolution when it was put to
a voté.®
The failure of the Ansemhlf to adopt either of these
resolutions left the question of United Rations members*
relations with Franoo Spain to be regulated by the reso
lution of November 17; 1947.

This latter resolution not

only had left the problem of the Franoo regime to the
Seourity Oounoil, but it also had failed to reaffirm the
Deoember 1946 resolution recommending that United Rations
members withdraw their ministers from Spain.

The joint

resolution which the Assembly now failed to adopt would
have revoked the Deoember 1946 resolution.
legal question now faced the United Rations.

A peouliar
On the one

hand; the Assembly*s failure to reaffirm the resolution
calling for the withdrawal of ministers from Madrid (1947)
was considered by some members to be a revocation of the
December 1946 resolution.

On the other hand; the joint

resolution revoking the recommendation of ths 1946 reso
lution was rejected by the General Assembly in 1949.

Oon-

aequently; the Spanish question now was suspended between
the resolutions of Deoember 1946 and Movember 1947.

^Ibld.. pp. 501-504.
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II
Int«r-Aaerieaii participation in the disoneaions by the
First Oommittee and the General Assembly on the joint resoIntion (Bolivia, Brasil, Oolw*bia, and Pern) and the Polish
lesolation in May 1949 mas energetie and spirited,

four

teen of the tmenty-one Inter-American delegations partici
pated, and their opinions divided them into two general
groups.

One group included those supporting the joint reso

lution revoking the olause in the 1946 resolution that reoemmended United Mations members not accredit ambassadors
and ministers to Mylrid.

Inter-American delegations speak

ing on behalf of the joint resolution, besides the author
delegations (Bolivia, Brasil, Oolcmbia, and Peru), mere
Argentina, the Oominioan Republic, Ecuador, and El Salva
dor.

These states in turn divided into tmo groups:

those

making statements approving the Franco regime (Argentina,
the Dominican Republic, and El Salvador), and those manting
to maintain relations mith Fn u w o for matters of expediency
(Bolivia, Brasil, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru).
Another group of Inter-American delegations included
those not supporting the joint resolution.

This group in

cluded Cuba, Guatemala, Mexico, panama, the Baited States,
and Uruguay.

These states in turn divided into tmo groups:

those strongly opposed to the joint resolution (Guatemala,
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position (Cuba, Panama, and the United States).
Seven Xnter-Amerioan delegations (Chile, Costa Rica,
Baiti, Honduras, Bioaragua, Paraguay, and Yenesuela) did
not partioipats in the disoussions in the first Committee
or the General Assembly, so their positions were not im
mediately determinable.

However, Chile, Venezuela, and

Haiti in the past usually had voted in favor of taking ac
tion against the franco regime, while Honduras, lioaragoa,
and Paraguay had generally voted with the non-intervention
ists.
The delegates of Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Bouador,
and Peru argued, both in the first Oommittee and in the
Assembly, that the existence of the franco government was
an established fact.

In spite of the nature of that govern

ment, it should be reoognized that the Spanish people alone
were capable of passing judgment on their government.

A

nation's government was its own business, and the United
Bâtions should respect a nation's sovereignty.

These states

argued that the December 194S resolution, in addition to
not being well si%)ported, had lowered United Bâtions pres
tige by alienating popular support, and that international
harmony would be more beneficial to the Spanish people than
to the Spanish government.

It was alleged that the Oeoem-

ber 1946 résolution eoononloally punlAed tbose nations
that followed it sorupulously and rewarded those nations
that ignored it.

And, finally, the Franoo regime obvious

ly did not constitute a threat to peace in 1949, and no
Baited Entions notion was warranted.
Argentina, the Dominioan Republic, and SI Salvador
adhered to these argusMnts, adding, however, that the
world-wide hostility toward the Franco government was
purely communist-inspired.^^

XI Salvador and Argentina

could not conceal their admiration for the Franco regime
and were even hesitant about supporting the joint resolu
tion, because it proposed that United Rations members in
dividually do whatever they wished about relations with
the Franoo regime —

without prejudice to the resolutions

of 1946 or 1947.^
Among the Znter-Ameriean states that strongly opposed
joint resolution, Cuba, Guatemala, Xexioo, and Uruguay
were the most outspoken.

They argued that the issue was

not one of taking action against the Spanish people but
rather against the Spanish government, and these were not
lOlbid.. pp. 456-453, 464-470, 490-491.
^^h b i d .. p. 481.
^^Ibid.. pp. 477-479, 481-483.
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en* asd th* saae.^

The Zteoeober 1946 résolution had been

taken against a fasoistlo and Azis-sponeoxed franco govern
ment that still exieted, and the admittance of that govern
ment to international relations would only serve to enhanoe
its prestige at the expense of the reputation of the United
Bâtions.

The dootrine of non-intervention could not be in-

vAed, because the December 1946 resolution did not consti
tute intervention, and the failure to adopt one paragraph
of the Hoveaber 1947 resolution did not annul automatically
the December 1946 resolution.

These states rejected the

assertion that the 1946 resolution had brought eoonoaie
and other disadvantages to some nations, as being an in
valid, futile, and oo^pletely selfish argvunent.^^

They

insisted upon the neosssity of positive action to aid the
Spanish people, not only to help them achieve a démocratie
government, but for the strength of the united nations as
well.
The united States and Panama also opposed the joint
resolution.

They saw no reason to modify the 1946 reso

lution, although they also opposed the Polish resolution.
The Panamanian delegate insisted that his government had
]LSm»id.. pp. 4M-485.
14yirst Committee, Ijbld.« pp. 208-210.
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iMT«r deviated from ite position on Spain; he disliked
franoo*8 government and felt that the United Mations should
have nothing to do with it.

The United States delegate al

so said his eonntry'e position had not changed.

He believ

ed in giving the Spanish people an opportunity to settle
their own affairs, and he hoped that a free government
eventually could be set up in Spain.

His delegation in

sisted that sanctions against Spain would not aid demo
cratic progress in that country.^”
The delegations of Chile, Costa Rica, Baiti, Honduras,
Mioaragua, Paraguay, and Venesuela did not participate in
the First Committee or the Oeneral Assembly disoussion.
The determination of their position on the question of
united hâtions relations with Spain depended vqpon their
voting on the two resolutions.

Atherton (United States) said that his government
approved of Spain's participation in United Hâ
tions technical and speoialized agencies. He
felt that it was a benefit to the Spanish people
and not a political problem to have Spain partic
ipate in such agencies. This was in direct op
position to the Polish resolution. Oeneral
Assembly, Ibid., P. 494.
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Th« joint résolution of Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, and
Peru, reoooaendlng that Cnlted Batlons members take what
ever notion they might choose about sending ministers and
ambassadors to Madrid, was submitted to paragraph by para
graph vote of the First Committee on May 7, 1949.

The

first paragraph (acknowledging that the December 1943 reso
lution had failed to obtain sufficient votes to be reaf
firmed) was adopted by a vote of twenty-five to twelve with
nineteen abstentions.^”

Twelve Inter-Amerloan delegations

voted for the first paragraph:
11. Colombia. Dominioan

Three voted against It:
QuatemaU. Hexloo. and Druguav.
Four abstained:
Chile. Costa Rloa. Haiti, and United States.
Too registered no vote:
Cuba and Panama.
The First Oommittee adopted the second paragraph (not
ing that several governments had reoognized that the fail
ure to reaffirm the December 1943 resolution was a virtual

^First Committee, jÇbid.. pp. 238-239.
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revocation of It) by a vote of twenty-one to fifteen with
17
eleven abetentlona.
Ten Inter-American delegations voted
for that paragraph:
Argentina> Bolivia. Brazil. Dominioan Reoublio.
Bouador& B1 Salvador. Honduras. Hicaragua.
Paraguay, and Peru.
Five voted against it:
Costa Rioa. Q;xatemala« Mexico. Panama, and Uruguay.
Five abstained :
Chile. Colombia. Haiti. United States, and Venezuela.
One registered no vote:
Cuba.
With the adoption of the first two paragraphs » the
seventh paragraph# which was the operative paragraph# was
put to a vote.

The First Committee adopted that paragraph

(allowing the members of the United Rations to take any no
tion they might choose in regard to relations with Spain#
without prejudioe to the December 1946 resolution) by a
vote of twenty-five to sixteen with sixteen abstentions.^^
Twelve Inter-Aaerican delegations voted for the seventh
paragraph:

p. 239.
p. 239.
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Argentina. Bolivia. Brazil. Oolombia. Dominican
Remiblio. Ecuador. B1 Salvador. Honduras. Hicaragua.
Paraguay. Peru, and Venezuela.
rive voted against it:
Oosta Rioa.

Mexico. Panama, and Umguav.

Xhzee abstained:
Chile. SBàiL» M d Ported States.
One registered no vote:
Oüba.
The entire resolution was put to a vote and adopted
by a vote of twenty-five to sixteen with sixteen absten19
tiens.
Twelve Intex-Amerioan delegations voted for the
entire resolution:
Argentina. Bolivia. Brazil. Colombia. Dominioan
Republic. Ecuador. £1 Salvador. Honduras. Hicaragua.
Partumav. Peru, and Venezuela.
rive voted againet It:
Qftwta Rioa. Quatemala. Mexioo. Panama, and Oruguay.
Three abstained:
Phils. Haiti, and M i S â States.
One registered no vote:
Cuba.
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Do#inioan Republio, Ecuador,
El Salvador, and Peru supported the resolution in the First

^^Ibid.. p. 240.
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graph and for the entire resolution.

Colombia abstained

from voting on the seoond paragraph but voted for the other
two paragraphs as well as for the entire resolution*

Con

trary to ezpeotation* the Colombian delegation abstained
from voting on a paragraph that it had jointly sponsored*
Honduras9 Hicaragua, and Paraguay voted for the separ
ate paragraphs and for the entire resolution.

Those dele

gations, while being silent in the discussion, had gener
ally supported in previous voting the non-interventionist
policy of opposing strong action against the Franco regime.
Their support of the resolution was consistent with their
general polioies on the Spanish question.

Venezuela in

the past usually had voted with those favoring strong
action against Franoo » but it now voted for tbe entire
resolution and for every paragraph except the second.
Guatemala, Hexloo, and Uruguay had strongly supported
action against the Franco regime in December 1946, and
these states in the First Committee action, voted against
the paragraphs and the entire joint resolution.

Panama

also had opposed maintenance of relations with the Franco
government# and now it voted against the second and last
paragraphs and the entire joint resolution but registered
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no TOte on tho first paragraph.

Oosta Rica abstained on

the first paragraph, voted against the seoond and last
paragraphs, and voted against the entire resolution.

Al

though Costa Rioa usually had supported the non-interven
tionists, it now «as not prepared to revoke the December
1948 resolution.
Chile, like Guatemala, Mexico, Panaua, and Uruguay,
bad alsays supported the severanoe of relations with the
franco government, but Chile took no part in the discussion
on the proposal to revoke the 1948 resolution.

Chile ab

stained on the separate paragraphs and the entire résolu^
tion and apparently «as not prepared to help kill the De
cember 1948 resolution,

a & iti and the United States orig

inally had voted for the December 1948 resolution and had
generally supported the oarrying out of that resolution.
B&iti also had voted to reaffirm the 1948 resolution in
1947.

Ho«, both states abstained in the First Owmittee's

vote to revoke the Deoember 1946 resolution.

Cuba had not

voted for the December 1946 resolution but had voted to re
affirm it in 1947.

Cuba did not register a vote in 1949.

The Polish resolution alleged that several United Ma
tions members had disregarded the Deoember 1946 resolution,
had strengthened their politisai ties with the franco
government, and had materially aided that government.

The
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Follsli resolution called for United Uatlons members to re*
frain from sending strategic war materials to Spain and to
refrain from having any form of relations with that govern
ment.

The Polish proposal was submitted to a paragraph

vote on each of its thirteen paragraphs» and the First Com
mittee overwhelmingly rejected eaoh paragraph.
The Inter^American delegations did not give much support to the Polish proposal.

20

Twelve Znter-Amerioan dele

gations (Argentina^ Brasil» Bolivia» Colombia» Dominican
Republic » 21 Salvador» Bouador» Honduras» Hicaragua» Para
guay» Peru and United States) voted against every paragraph
21
of the Polish resolution.
These delegations had all
voted for the joint resolution with the exception of the
United States which had abstained.

Costa Rica» Chile» and

Venezuela voted against some paragraphs of the Polish reso
lution.

Uruguay abstained in the entire voting on the

Polish resolution in the First Committee» and Panama and
Cuba did not register any votes.
With the exception of Mexico» Guatemala» and Haiti»
the Inter-American states did not support the Polish reso
lution» and this was a clear demonstration that a large
^^Consult the appendix for the text of the Polish
resolution.
^^First Committee» Ibid.■ pp. 240-244.
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Committee» the joint resolution to the Polish resolution*
There was little Indication of anything resembling complete
solidarity In Inter-Amerloan support of the joint resolu
tion» however» but a majority of the Inter-Amerloan states»
resembling the majority that opposed the Polish resolution»
voted for the joint resolution*
On May 16» 1949» the joint resolution was put to a
vote In the Oeneral Assembly.

The joint resolution re

quired a two-thirds majority to be adopted by the General
Assembly» and falling to get the required support» conse
quently was not adopted.

The vote was twenty-six to fif

teen for the resolution with sixteen abstentions.^

Twelve

Inter-Amerloan delegations voted for the resolution:
Argentina. Bolivia. Brazil. Colombia. Dominican
RepublioT Ecuador. El Salvador. Honduras. Nicaragua.
Paraguay. Peru, and Venesuela.
Four voted against It:
Guatemala. Mexioo. Panama, and Uruguay.
Three abstained:
Chile. Haiti, and United States.
Two registered no vote:
Costa Rica and Cuba.

^^General Assembly» Ibid.» p. 501.
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Inter-American voting in the General Assembly on the
joint resolution was almost identical to the voting on the
same resolution in the First Committee.

The only exception

was that Costa Rioa registered no vote in the Assembly»
whereas it had voted against the resolution in the First
Committee.
After the failure of the joint resolution in the Gen
eral Assembly» the Polish resolution that had been so over
whelmingly rejeoted in the First Committee was submitted
to the General Assembly.

The first seven paragraphs of

that resolution were eaoh rejeoted overwhelmingly» even
more so than in the First Committee voting.

Paragraphs

eight throu^ thirteen were rejeoted by a show of hands»
and the entire resolution was also rejeoted.Guatemala
was the only Inter-American delegation to vote for any of
the paragraphs of the Polish resolution.

Mexico had voted

for parts of the Polish resolution in the First Committee
but now registered no vote.
registered no votes.)

(Costa Rica and Cuba also

The other Inter-American delega

tions voted against the Polish resolution in much the same
way that they had voted against it in the First Committee.

^^Ibld.. pp. 501-504.
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The General Assembly’s failure to abrogate the Deoem
ber 1946 resolution left that resolution In the same pe
culiar situation that It had been In when the Assembly had
failed to reaffirm It In 1947.

In the 1949 voting, the

Deoember 1946 resolution was neither reaffirmed nor abro
gated; It was left suspended almost in mld-alr.
The Inter-Amerloan states were widely divided on the
Spanish question, and the opinions and voting records of
their delegations In the United Nations presented little
evidence of solidarity.

A preponderant majority of the

Inter-Amerloan states voted against the Polish resolution,
however, and this was significant since the Polish delega
tion had attacked the United States for allegedly aiding
the Franoo regime in an attempt to gain military and econ
omic ascendanoy In Spain.

The voting would Indicate a good

measure of Inter-Amerloan support for the United States
against the Polish attack.

However, the same majority

that voted against the Polish resolution, also voted for
the joint resolution of Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, and
Peru on whloh the United States abstained.
The proposal to nullify the Deoember 1946 resolution
got a majority of twelve of twenty-one Inter-Amerloan
delegations, but the total vote was widely divergent,
and the results did not Indicate any large measure of
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BOlldarlty.

The nations of the Zntex-American system ob

viously voted aooording to their own dictates and not at
the suggestion of any one nation.

Figure No.

17

United Nations General Agflembly» First Conniiittee__________
Title of Resolution Joint Iiatln-Amerlcan
Paragraph
U. N. Action Adopted 25 to 12» l 9 abstain Date May 7,

....
Yes

Delegation
Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

j

’■
No

! Abstain

'

Vote Unregistered

1
X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X
X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X

Honduras

1
1

'

Mexico

X

Nicaragua

X

1

-

_

1
1

_

_
X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

1

United States

X
1

Uruguay

j

Venezuela
Totals

i

Voting with the U, S,

X

1

X

I
1

3

A.

i

.

Not voting with the U. &.

..2

17

.

Figure No, X0
United Nations Genftral Aflaembly, First Committee
Title of Resolution Joint Ijit.1n-Amar1cftn Paragraph

Two
U. N. Action A d o p te d 21 t o 1 5 . 11 a b s t a in Date May 7# 19 4 9
Yes

Delegation
Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

No

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

1

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X
X

Haiti

1
1

X

Honduras

X

Mexico

...

Nicaragua

X

_

!

.....

1
i

1

_
!

X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

1

1

X

United States
1

1

X

Uruguay
Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U. S.

...

1

___

_

X

,

5.

i

!
_

Not voting with the U. S.

1

.. . . .

16

Figure No,
United Nations,a„n-nhly. Fivfht CIO Tnm lttfifi
Title of Résolution _jnl
nt, T.»t1£IAïïiarlr.Rn Paragraph
______________
U. N. Action
1"

------- .........
Yes
Delegation

Argentina

_

X

Bolivia

X*

Brazil

X

No

(opgmtive)
1949____

May 7

Adopted S5 to 16# 16.

»

----- "" ■ T '.. ..
■“ "
Abstain
| Vote Unregistered

_

Chile

X
X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X
X

Haiti
Honduras

X

Mexico

Y

i

,
i

Nicaragua

1

1

X

!

1

X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

1

X

United States

X

Uruguay

_

...

.

!

!

1

X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the Ü. S.

12

5

. 3

Not voting with the U,

..

1

18

Figure No. 20

United Nations General Assombly. First Coinrilttee__________
Title of Resolution Joint Latln~Anorlcan Paragraph (entire
U. N. Action Adopted 25 to 16. 16 abatalnP^-te Mny 7^ 1Q4.Q

- -

■
Yes

Delegation
Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

No

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

X

Chile

X

Colombia
Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X
X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X

Honduras

11

Mexico
... X

Nicaragua

1
!

i

X

!
!
X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

United States

--X

Uruguay

X

i1
I

_ _ _ _ i
!

X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the ü* S.

12

-- 5

3

i

-

. .X ........ ...

Not voting with the U. S. IQ

Figure No. 21

United Nations General Assembly» First Committee
Title of Resolution Polish
ParagraphÙne
U. N. Action Rejeoted É7 to 9» 20 abstaTnPate May 7» 1949
f “.......Yes

Delegation
Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Vote Unregistered

Abstain

No

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

.

X

Guatemala
Haiti

.. - .

Honduras

X

Mexico
Nicaragua

X

.J

;

X

1

.

I

X

1

. ______

.

Panama

X

......

Paraguay

X

Peru

X

United States

X

1
j
1

I

Uruguay

X

Venezuela

X
Totals

Voting with the Ü.

2

i
S.

12

11

_

1
^

5 ...J

Not voting with the U, S.

!
1

_

2
9

....

Figure No,
United Nations
Title of Resolution p^ljgh

22

T^Y»gf-. nmmmi tfiAA
_________ Paragraph Twn

Ü. N. Action Rajan.t-.Bf^ ?S1 t.f, q, Ifi « h g t n l n P a t e
Delegation

Yes

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

1
Abstain

7, 1 9 4 9
""
--- ---- ---Vote Unregistered

X

Colombia

X
X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

X

Guatemala
Haiti

. . . .

X

X

Honduras

1
i
1

X

Mexico
Nicaragua

1

X

Panama

. . . .

Paraguay

!

X
j

Peru

X
1

United States

X

..................

.

Uruguay

i

!

X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U, S,

2

■

12

..

.

-12.

4-... -i

...

Not voting with the U. £.

...2.

8

.... ;

Figure No,23
United Nations Ganfiiiûl As-aanbly^ E1.rst Gnmnlttaa
Title of Resolution PnT jgv>____ ;
________ Paragraph Tht*AA
u. N. Action

l-.o ln, 1 4

nh«+.n1 ,fs.t8

r ^ y 7, 1 0 4 9

r ■
Delegation

Yes

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X _

Brazil

X

! Abstain

Vote Unregistered

____

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X

Honduras

1

X

Mexico

i

X

Nicaragua

!

X

Panama

..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

i

!
'—

...

"

i

Î

1.x._

Paraguay

1
1

Peru

X
X

United States

!

. .

i
X

Uruguay

...........

,

X

Venezuela

...!

_ _

T

Totals

Voting with the ü. S.

13

2

12

4

1

2

Not voting with the U. £. ®

1

1

i

1

Figure No, 24
United Nations G'Qneral Assembly» First Conrrnlttoe________
Title of Resolution Polish
Paragraph Four
U. N. Action RqJqqtocl 51 to 9» 16 abstain Date Hay 7j 1949
--Delegation

..
Yes

No

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

Argentina
Bolivia

X

Brazil

X
X

Chile

X

Colombia
Costa Rica

1
1
!

X
X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X
X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X

Honduras

.

1

. ....

!

^

Mexico

X

Nicaragua

X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

United States

X

1
1

Uruguay

1
1
1
-i

X
X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U. S.

12

2

H

!

5

1
.

,
;

Not voting with the U,

_____

1

2 _______ :

Figure No, 25
United Nations RoTi.-i-pnl ftagm-.ihly. First Conr.lttea_____
Title of Resolution Polish
_________ Paragraph FIvq
U. N. Action R e jectecL 54 to _Q > JL4 _Jib3 t a l n Date
Ye^

Delegation

No

j

M a y 7., 1 9 4 0

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

1
Argentina

- -1

-

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
1
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X
X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

i

X

Honduras

X

Mexico

X

Nicaragua
Panama

X

Paraguay

X

Peru

X

1

X

United States

1
1

Uruguay

.

X

X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U,

1
S.

2

13

"
4

1'
i

'
.

Not voting with the U. S.

2 ....

D

1

Figure No,2G
United Nations G-enerâl
First Connlttee
_____
Title of Resolution Polish
'
Paragraph ^1%
~
U. N. Action Rejected ^8 to 9» 19 ahsts-lnpate I.!ay
1349
----------

Yes

Delegation

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Abstain

] Vote Unregistered

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X
X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

1

X

Honduras
Mexico

X

i

1
I

Nicaragua

!

X
X

Panama
Paraguay

I -

^

Peru

I

X
X

United States
1

Uruguay ___

X
....... X

Venezuela

2

Totals

Voting with the U,

S,

12
11

1
...

,

Not voting with the

,.
...2
U. S. __ 9

Figure No,27
United Nations General Assembla. First Comlttee______
Title of Resolution Polish.
_________ Paragraph Seven
U. N. Action

4^.. tO G,

Date [.lay 7. 1949

----------

Delegation

Yes

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Vote Unregistered

Abstain

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

_ x

Haiti

X

Honduras

!

X

Mexico

.„L_x
1

Nicaragua
Panama

1
;

.

Paraguay

1

X

,1

^

Peru

X

1

1

United States

X

1

1

1

Uruguay

X

1

I

X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U, S,

17

16

2

;

Not voting with the U, S,

2

Figure

No, 28

United Nations General Asso^bly, First Gomittoe________
Title of Resolution Polish
]_______Paragraph Elnht
U, N. Action Ro-lectod 59 to 6 . 11 abstain Date Ha?r 7# 1949
Delegation

Yes

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Vote Unregistered

Abstain

No

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X
X

Honduras

X

Mexico

1

Nicaragua
Panama

1

Paraguay

X

__

1
i

1

X

_____

X

Peru
1
United States

1
1
1

Uruguay

X
.

Venezuela

1

X .... , _
'I

14

Totals

Voting with the U. S<

13

L

.,,5... ...i . ....2

Not voting with the U,

i
...

Figure No, 29
United Nations General As s emblyt First Committee
______
Title of Resolution P o lis h
_
_
Paragraph iflne
U. N. Action R e je e t e d
to lO# 10 abatainPate May 7, 1949
Delegation

No

Yes

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

-

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

..

X

Guatemala

111

X

Haiti

X

Honduras

X

Mexico

X

Nicaragua

X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

United States

1

Uruguay

X
X
X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U, S.

2

14

13

. ..J. . . _
. ^

5

;

Not voting with the U. &.

.
i

2

Figure No. 30
United Nations General Assembly* First Committee______
Title of Resolution Polish
;_________ Paragraph Ten
U. N. Action Ro.1 a c te d 59 t o 6 . 11 a b s t a i n Date Mav 7 . 1 9 4 9
Yes

Delegation

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Abstain

Costa Rica

Vote Unregistered

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

..

X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X

Honduras

X

Mexico

X

Nicaragua

-

.....

1

1

.

i

X

J

Panama

...

Paraguay

!

1
i

X

X
*

X

Peru

X

United States

1
Uruguay

._

_

Venezuela

............

X
Totals

Voting with the U. S.

.. 16
14

...

4

-. - i

Not voting with the U,

2_

,

Figure No. 3 1
United Nations General Æs a e m b l v . First Committee
Title of Resolution Pnlimh
_________ paragraph Eleven
U. N. Action jR e jQ c ta d 43 t o 7 . 6 a b s t a in
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

. 1- 1-

Date May 7 . 1 9 4 9

I

Delegation

Yes

Abstain

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Vote Unregistered

Brazil
Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

r-

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X
X

Honduras
Mexico

X

...

_

1

i
i

.... .

.

X

Nicaragua

!

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

X

1

1

X

United States

X

1

Uruguay

!
1

X

Venezuela

1

Totals

Voting with the U. S.

15

1

14

3

1

'

2

Not voting with the U, £.

6

'

1

Figure No. 32
United Nations General A s s e m b l y p First Co:inittee_________
Title of Resolution Pnll ah
________ Paragraph Twelve
U. N. Action RejA A te d 34 t o 1 1 . 11 a b a t a i ^ a te
Delegation

.................
Yes

Abstain

No

Argentina

X

B o livia

X

B ra z il

X

UOS.J m.

Chile

Vote Unregistered

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

E l Salvador

X

Guatemala

X

H a iti

X

Honduras

1

Mexico

X

1

-

X

!

Nicaragua

I

X

Panama

X

Paraguay

X

Peru

... X

United States

_

1

X

i..

_

!
Uruguay

_X

Venezuela

'

X
Totals

Voting with the U, S.

13

3

12

...3 ______ :...............2

Not voting with the U.

3.

_____

Figure No, 33
United Nations General Assembly, First Coimnlttee__________
Title of Resolution Poll ah,
ParagraphThirteen
Ü. N. Action Rejected 3d to 9, 11 abstain pate May
1%%%
Delegation

......
Yes

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

!

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X

-...

1
1

X

Honduras

X

Mexico

X

Nicaragua
Panama

X

Paraguay

X

Peru

X

.

_
1

1

X

United States
!
!

Uruguay
Venezuela

X

.L

!
1
!

X

|

15

Totals

Voting with the Ü. S.

__

14

i

1

.....2

Not voting with the U.

Figure No. 54
United Nations General Assembly_______________
Title of ResolutionJoint Latln^American Paragrapljentire text)
( P a lle d to r e c e iv e

two-it h i r d s

m a jo rity )
j

Yes

Delegation

No

Abstain

Vote Unregistered
«

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X
X

Chile

X

Colombia
Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X
'

Dominican Republic
Ecuador

X
_

X
X ___

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

..

Haiti

X
X

Honduras

i
X

Mexico

_ -

!

X

Nicaragua

1

X

PanajTia
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

1
x_.

United States

X

Uruguay

L . .
1

.

X

Venezuela
Totals

j

Voting with the Ü. S.

12

4

3

.

_

Not voting with the U,

.2
t.

18

.

Figure No, 35
United Nations

AgaAmhTyL
Paragraph
2 0 a b s t a i n Date

Title of Resolution
j ah
U. N. Action R a j e n t e d 2 H to 8,
Delegation

---Yes

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Abstain

Qna
1942

Vote Unregistered

X

Chile
Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

«

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X
X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

X

Honduras

X

Mexico
Nicaragua

X

Panama

X

Paraguay

X

Peru

X
1
1
1

X

United States
Uruguay

X

I

3

;

X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the Ü, S.

1
15

14

Not voting with the U, S.

3

Figure No.

35

United Nations penerni A.gRAnhly

Paragraph

Title of Resolution

Ü. K.

Action

fig

..50 to .8, -IS abstain D%te— Kay IG, 13^3------------Yes

Delegation

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

Vote Unregistered

Abstain

_
X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

. _

__ X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

r

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X
X

Haiti
Honduras

!

Mexico

..

Nicaragua

—

.................

X

!
J
j_

I.

Panama

1
1

X

i

..............

Paraguay
Peru
United States

.....

!

^

I
1

%

j

X

1

Uruguay

j

Venezuela

!
1

X

JX

1

T

I

......................................................L I...

'
l
Totals

Voting with the Ü, S.

12

12

Not voting with the U. S.

8

.

i

1

Figure No. 37
United Nations

General

Assenbly

Title of Resolution P o l i s h
Ü. N. Action Re j o c t e d 35 to 1 0 ,
Yes

Delegation

No

__ Paragraph Txir*Oe

1 5 abstaîriDate

j

Abstain

May 16# 19 4 9

j

Vote Unregistered

Argentina

X
X

Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

X

Colombia

!
X
X
X

Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador

X

Guatemala
Haiti

X
X
X
I X
1

Honduras
Mexico

X

Nicaragua
Panama

X
X
X

Paraguay
Peru
United States
Uruguay

1

Venezuela
Totals

j

Voting with the Ü. S.

1

X
!
X

X

1
1

X

X
13 h 4

t

1
[

Not voting with the U. £.

5
8

Figure No. S3
United Nations General As3embly_______________
Title of Resolution FollsJi
• Paragraph l‘our
U. N. ActionReJeeted S5 to 3, 1;^ abstain Date May lb» 194^
--

Yes

Delegation

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Abstain

Vote Unregistered

Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X

Haiti

........

Honduras
Mexico

j

X

I

X

1

1
i

1

X
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
. .

-

X

Nicaragua

X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

United States

X

i
j

X

Uruguay

t
j . . . . 1

. . . . - j

X

Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U. S.

14

1
IS

5

I1

--

Not voting with the U. S

3
-,

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Figure No. 3 3
United Nations General Assembly
Title of Resolution P o l i s h
U. N. Action R o j a Q t Q d 5 5 t o 7.

Delegation

13

Paragraph Five
a b s t a i n Date

Abstain

No

Yes

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Ifoy 1 6 ,

Vote Unregistered

X

Chile

XL

Colombia
Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

Y

El Salvador

X
Y

Guatemala
Haiti

X

I
I

Honduras
Mexico

-

..

!j

X

Nicaragua

X

Panama
Paraguay

X

Peru

X

i

1

X

X

1
i

1

X

United States

X

Uruguay
Venezuela

1 J3C
Totals

Voting with the U. S.

13

1

12

4

Not voting with the

1949

3

U, s . ___8

Figure No, 40
United Nations General Assembly
Title of Resolution Polish
U, N. Action Reflected

Delegation

to 7V T o

Yes

paragraph

a b s t a i n Date M a y iGj

No

X
X
X

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

X

Colombia

Six"

Vote Unregistered

Abstain

1
X
X
X

Costa Rica
Cuba

X

Dominican Republic
Ecuador

X

El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti

X

•

Honduras
Mexico

.

Nicaragua

.

1

X

Panana
Paraguay
Peru
United States

X
X
X

Uruguay
Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U, S.

X
12

1949

X
X
X
X
t

X

1
;

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

X
6

1

1

Z

;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

-

Not voting with the U,S.__^

.

______

...

Figure No.41

United Nations General Asgenblv
P o lis h
Paragraph Seven
U. N. Action Re l e c t e d 56 t o 6 , 11 a b s t a in Date Cay 1 6 , 1949

Title of Resolution

Delegation

Yes

No

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Abstain

! Vote Unregistered

Costa Rica

X

Cuba

X

Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X

Guatemala

X
X

Haiti

X

Honduras

1
!

Mexico

I

Nicaragua

X

Panama

X

Paraguay

X

Peru

X

United States

!

1

X.

X

1

X

Uruguay

1

I

1

X

Venezuela

16

Totals

Voting with the U.

S,

15

2

Not voting with the

1

U,

3
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Chapter VII
The End of the Deoember 1946 Resolution

I
When the joint resolution of Bolivaia^ Brazil, Colom
bia, and Peru failed to secure the necessary two-thirds ma
jority in the General Assembly in 1949, the Spanish question
was left in abeyance*

The December 1946 recommendation that

United Rations members not accredit heads of missions to
Madrid was still officially on the record, subject only to
the modifications of the Kovember 1947 resolution.

The al

most dormant question of United Rations relations with
Spain was now left to the Security Council for settlement.
And no Security Council action would be forthcoming on the
Spanish question, so long as the Franco government did not
constitute an actual threat to world peace.

In 1949, it

was more than unlikely that Francois dictatorial, corrupt,
and weak government would embark on a campaign of aggres
sion*
In August 1950, the delegations of the Dominican Re
public and Peru, in separate communications, requested
that the secretary-general place the problem of members'
relations with Spain on the agenda of the Assembly's fifth
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eesslon.^

Upon recommendation of the General Committee, the

General Assembly at its two-hundred and eighty-fifth meeting
(September 26, 1950) referred the question of the relations
of United Hâtions members and specialized agencies with
Spain to the JW Hoc Political Committee for consideration
2
and report.
The M

Hoc Political Committee oonsidered the Spanish

question at its twenty-fifth and through its thirtieth
meetings.

At the twenty-fifth meeting (October 27, 1950)

a joint resolution was introduced by Bolivia, Costa Eioa,
Dominican Republic, £1 Salvador, Honduras, Hicaragua, the
Philippines, and Peru.

That resolution stated:

The General Assembly.
Considering that:
The General Assembly during the second part of its
first session in 1946 adopted several recommendations
concerning Spain, one of which provided that Spain be
debarred from membership in international agencies
established by or brought into relationship with the
united Hâtions, and another that Member States with
draw their Ambassadors and Ministers from Madrid,
The establishment of diplomatic relations and the ex
change of Ambassadors and Ministers with a Govern
ment does not imply any judgment upon the domestic
policy of that Government,
^United Hâtions, General Assembly, Fifth Session,
Official Records. Document A/1473, p. 1.

^Ibid.. p. 1.
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The SpeoiaXised agencies of the United Nations are
teohnioal and largely non-political in character
and have been established in order to benefit the
peoples of all nations» and that» therefore» they
should be free to decide for themselves whether
the participation of Spain in their activities is
desirable»
Resolves:
1. To revoke the recommendation for the withdrawal
of Ambassadors and Ministers from Madrid, contained
in General Assembly resolution 39 (I) of 12 December
1946;
2. To revoke the recommendation intended to debar
Spain from membership in international agencies
established by or brought into relationship with
the United Nations » which recommendation is a part
of the same resolution adopted by the General
Assembly in 1946 concerning relations of Members
of the United Nations with Spain.^
At the twenty-eighth meeting of the M

Hoo Political

Committee (October 30» 1950}» The Netherlands delegation
introduced an amendment to the joint resolution which the
sponsors of the joint resolution accepted and which added
after the word, "desirable* in paragraph 3» the words,
*in the interest of their work."^

This amendment removed

any political connotations in favor of the practical neces
sity of accepting Spain*a participation in specialized
agencies,
^Ibid.. Document A/1473» p. 4.

*Ibid.» Document A/AG.38/L.26.
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At the thirtieth meeting of the ^

Hoc Committee

(October 31# 1950)# the amended joint resolution# revok
ing the December 1946 resolution and opening the way for
admitting Spain to participation in United Nations special
ised agencies# was adopted by the Committee in a roll-call
vote# thirty-seven to ten with twelve abstentions.^

The

General Assembly (operating under a rule that matters
brought to it by the ^

Hop Political Committee would not

be discussed in Assembly meetings) adopted the report of
the ^

Hop Committee on November 4, 1950 by thirty-eight

votes to ten with twelve abstentions.^
The General Assembly's revocation of the Deoember 1946
resolution (recommending that United Nations members not
send ministers or ambassadors to Madrid) left General As
sembly policy on the Spanish question cased on the Panama
resolution (February 1946) and the November 1947 resolution.
The Panama resolution recommended that United Nations mem
bers take into account the origin and nature of the Franco
government in their dealings with that government# and the
November 1947 resolution left the Spanish question to the
5|bld., pp. 3-3.
Syew York Times. HovemUer 5, 1950» pp. 1» 26.
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find that action waa warranted against the Franco govern
ment#

The issue of Franco Spain for all practical purposes

now was dropped upon the adoption of the joint resolution.
It should be noted that the joint resolution did not pro
vide for Spain*a admittance to United Nation membership;
the moat that it did in that matter was to open the way
for Spanish participation in the technical agencies of the
United Nations#

IX
The voting on the joint resolution revoking the De
cember 1946 resolution was almost identical in the ^
Committee and the General Assembly.

Hoc

The passage of this

resolution may not be termed as United Nations approval of
the Franco regime, and no state represented in the committee
claimed that the Franco government had undergone the change »
or any part of the change^ necessary for admitting Spain to
United Nations membership.

It was a matter of political

practicality and technical expediency, and those states
that had previously announced their dislike of the nature
7
of the Franco government did not change their opinions.

^Ibid.. Document A/1473, p. 2.
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The twenty^on# Inter-American delegations voted on the
joint resolution the same in the General Assembly as in the
Ad Hoo Committee.

The M

Hoc Committee adopted the joint

resolution in a roll-call vote thirty-seven to ten with
twelve abstentions; the General Assembly adopted the same
Q

resolution thirty-eight to ten with twelve abstentions.
Seventeen Inter-American states voted for the resolution:
Arigentina. Bolivia. Brazil. Chile. Colombia.
Costa Fdc^. Dominican Reouplio. Ecuador. El
Salvador. Haiti. Honduras, flicars^ua, Panama.
Para^fuay. Peru. United States, and Venezuela.
Three voted against it:
Guatemala. Mexico, and Uruguay.
One abstained:
Cuba.
Three Inter-American states (Guatemala » Mexico, and
Uruguay) had been consistent supporters of the December
1343 resolution.

They had been supported at various times

by other Inter-Amerioan states, but by 1950 they alone
wanted to isolate Franco Spain.

Cuba vooally had opposed

the December 1946 resolution when it was adopted as con
stituting unwarranted interference in Spain’s domestic
affairs.

o

But Cuba bad never voted against the December

Ibid., p. 3, and New York Times, oo. cit., p. 1.
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opposed its abrogation in 1949.

Cuba, alone of the Inter-

Amerioan states, abstained in the vote to revoke that reso
lution whioh probably indioated opposition to its revocation.
The non^interventioniste, inoluding the United States,
had not supported the 1946 resolution to any extent in the
Assembly.

These non-interventionists included Argentina,

Colombia, Costa Eioa, Dominioan Eepublio, Ecuador, £1 Sal
vador, Honduras, Nioaragua, Paraguay, and Peru.

Argentina,

Dominioan Republic, and £1 Salvador had always opposed tak
ing any form of action against Franco Spain, and they had
appeared to use non-intervention as a cloak to cover their
pro-Franco tendencies.

Bolivia, Brasil, Chile, IWLti,

Panama, and Venezuela usually had supported some form of
action against the Fri^ico regime, and they professed to
detest that regime.

Souador and Nicaragua had supported

the December 1946 resolution in the face of revocation,
or when reaffirmation was suggested.

However, all these

states apparently had decided to close the issue in 1950
and to prepare for co-operation and closer relations with
the Franco government.
It is essential to bear in mind that this revocation,
at least for the moment, did not indicate United Nations
approval of the Franco government nor that the Inter-
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American states» which had expressed their dislike of the
Franco regime» had changed their views.

Even with the

revocation of the 1946 resolution» there had been few
serious suggestions that Spain be admitted to United Na
tions membership or be accepted as an equal in the General
Assembly.
It is significant to note that seventeen out of twentyone Inter-American republics voted for the revocation of the
December 1946 resolution.

This was the greatest degree of

solidarity in voting since the vote in February 1946 on the
Panama resolution (recommending that United Nations members
take into account the nature and origin of the Franco
government in their dealings with it}» the first instance
of Assembly consideration of the Spanish problem.

Ill
The General Assembly's action on the Spanish question
(1946-1950) involved the consideration of five major reso
lutions.

These included ;

the Panama resolution (February

9» 1946) in which the Assembly recommended that United Na
tions members take into account the nature and origin of
the Franco government in their dealings with it; the Bel
gian resolution (December 12» 1946} in which the Assembly
recommended that United Nations members not accredit minis-

ter8 to the Franco government; the resolution passed on
November 17» 1947 which failed to reaffirm the December
1946 resolution and left the Spanish question to the Se
curity Council; the resolution jointly proposed by Bolivia»
Brasil» Colombia» and Peru and rejected by the Assembly on
May 7» 1949» which would have abrogated the Deoember 1946
resolution; and the resolution jointly proposed by Bolivia»
Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador» Honduras»
Nicaragua» The Philippines» and Peru (November 4» 1950}
which revoked the December 1946 resolution and which the
General Assembly adopted*

Various other resolutions were

submitted and considered» but these five were the resolu
tions that decided the Assembly*a course on the Spanish
question*
The Inter-Amerioan system showed a large measure of
unanimity in the votes on the first and the last of these
five resolutions*

There was much less solidarity and una

nimity on the three intervening resolutions and even less
unanimity on the incidental resolutions.
The voting record and the opinions expressed In the
Assembly work on the Spanish question divided the InterAmerioan states into three groups*

There were those that

disapproved of the Franco government and expressed that
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disapproval by favoring a ssveranoe of relations and strong
action against Spain.

This group usually included Chile,

Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Haiti

iras less vooal in its disapproval of the Spanish regime,
but its voting record placed it in the group opposed to
the Franco government.

Cuba often expressed dislike of

the Franco regime but abstained in several votes in an
attempt to support the principle of non-intervention.
Another group included those that disapproved of the
Franco government but did not support even the mild action
recommended by the Assembly on the grounds that non-inter
vention should be maintained as a United Hâtions prinoiple
at all costs.

The non-interventionists inoluded Colombia,

Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru,
and the United States.

Bolivia and Brasil alternated be

tween voting with these non-interventionists and those
favoring stronger action against the Franco regime.

Cuba,

Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Nicaragua modified their position
on non-intervention by supporting, at various times, action
against the Franco govenusent.

The United States supported

the Panama resolution and the December 1946 resolution,
but it usually voted with the non-interventionists.
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A third group» also non-interventionist » was made up
of those few states that indicated outright approval of
the Franco regime.

These states» Argentina» El Salvador»

and the Dominican Republic » by their participation in the
debate and their voting records» indicated that ^ e Franco
government was to their liking and that they would welcome
relations with such a government.
There was little solidarity demonstrated by the InterAmerican system during the General Assembly consideration
of the Spanish question from 1946 to 1950.

It was quite

evident that the Inter-American states voted as individuals »
and that neither the United States» nor any other state»
exercised control or domination over these states.

The

United States influence was no greater than that of any
other state in the Inter-American system.

However» on

behalf of solidarity it must be acknowledged that the
Inter-American states voted in a large majority on the
first issue (Panama resolution) and voted in a similar
majority in what was apparently the General Assembly#*
last consideration (Ad Hoc Committee resolution) of the
Spanish question.

But» little solidarity was in evidence

in the Intervening consideration by the Assembly» and it
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vas obvious that the Inter-Amexloan delegations enjoyed a
complete freedom of action In the General Assembly.

Figure No .42
United Nations General Assembly. Ad Hoc Political Committee
Title of Resolution
Joint
Paragraph (entire text)
Ü. N. Action Adopted 57 to 10# 12 abstain DateQetober 51» 1950
Delegation
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador

Yes

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Guatemala

X
X I

Haiti
Honduras
Mexico

.....

Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
United States

X
X
X
X
X

Uruguay
Venezuela
Totals

Voting with the U. S.

No

X
17
16

Abstain

]

Vote Unregistered

X
X
X

iI

!
i
1

X

1
1

3

1

i . ...

Not voting with the U, £

Figure No, 43
United Nations Gonoral As3 3i.ibly
Title of ResolütionAd IiO-'l GocondCtteeT

Paragraph

U. N. ActionA d o r A e d 58 to 1 0 * 1 3 a b s t a i n

Date N o v e m b e r 4, I960

Delegation

les

Argentina

X

Bolivia

X

Brazil

X

Chile

X

Colombia

X

Costa Rica

X

No

ir^ 't ejct )

Vote Unregistered

Abstain

X

Cuba
Dominican Republic

X

Ecuador

X

El Salvador

X
X

Guatemala
Haiti

X

Honduras

X
i

X

Mexico
Nicaragua

X

1

Panama

X

I

Paraguay

X

j. . . . .

Peru

X

United States

1
1

Uruguay

i

1

X

1

X

Venezuela
Totals

17

Voting with the U. S, 13

3

1

!

Not voting with the U
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lïïDZX of PERSOHâ

Alfaro, Ricardo J. (Panama) (1883)
Alfaro, an international jurist of great repute, has
been secretary-general of the American Institute of Inter
national Law since 1938, and is a former member of the Per
manent Court of Arbitration (Hague)» He has had a long and
illustrious oareer as jurist and diplomat. He became assis
tant secretary for Foreign Affairs (1905), and served as
premier (1918-1933). He was minister to the United States
(1923-1930 and 1933-1936), vice president (1928-1930) and
president (1931-1933). He became minister of Foreign Af
fairs (1945), and served as the Panamanian representative
at the 8an Francisco Conference (1945) and the General
Assembly (1946).
Aranha, Oswaldo (Brazil) (1894)
Aranha served as ambassador to the United States
(1934-1937) and as minister for Foreign Relations (19381944). He was chairman of the Brazilian delegation to
the Inter-American Foreign Ministers Conference in Rio
de Janeiro (1943). He was the representative in the
Security Council (1947), and was president of the General
Assembly’s first special session (1947).
Atherton, Ray (United States) (1883)
Atherton has been in United States Foreign Service
since 1914. He was minister to Bulgaria (1937), Denmark
(1939), and Canada (1943). He became the first United
States ambassador accredited to Canada (1943). He was
an alternate representative to the General Assembly in
Paris (1948).
Bautista de Lavalle, Juan (Peru)
Bautista de Lavalle, a Peruvian jurist, was elected
to the Board of Directors of the Inter-American Bar Asso
ciation (1941-1943), and to the Peruvian Supreme Court
(1945). He was a representative at the General Assembly
in New York (1946-1947).
Bebler, Ales (Yugoslavia)
Bebler was an officer in the Spanish Republican Army
during the Spanish Civil War and in the Tito Resistance
Forces in Yugoslavia during World War II. He is the under
secretary of Foreign Affairs and was a representative at
the General Assembly’s second session (New York, 1947).
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Belt y Hamirex, Guillermo (Cuba) (1905}
Belt y Ramirez was secretary of the Couaoil of State
(1934). mayor of Havana (1935), and became ambassador to
the United States (1944). He is a member of the Govern
ing Board of the Pan-American Union. He was a delegate
to the Inter-American Conference at Chapultepec (Uexlco
City, 1945), and was chairman of the Cuban delegation to
the San Francisco Conference (1945) and to the General
Assembly (1946-1947).
Bottomley, Arthur G« (United Kingdom) (1907)
Bottomley was Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State
for Dominions (1946-1947). and was a member of the parlia
mentary mission to India {1946} and of the special govern
ment mission to Burma (1947). He was a delegate to the
General Assembly in Hew York (1946-1947).
Castro, Hector David (£1 Salvador) (1894)
Castro has a long record as a diplomat, serving as
secretary of the Salvadorean legation in Washington
(1920-1923) and as charge d*affairs (1923-1927). He
served as under-secretary of Foreign Affairs (19271928) and as minister of Foreign Affairs (1931-1934).
He was appointed minister to the United States and be
came ambassador in 1943. He is a member of the Govern
ing Board of the Pan-American Union, and is a representa
tive on the Inter-American Commission of Jurists. He
was chairman of his country* s delegation at San Francis
co (1945), and was a representative at the General Assezobly (1946-1947).
Colban, £rio (Korway) (1876)
Colban was a member of the Ministry of Foreign Af
fairs (1916-1918) and of the Minority and Disarmament
sections of the League of Mations (1919-1927). He was
a representative in the League Council and Assembly
(1930-1936). He was ambassador to the United Kingdom
(1934-1936), and minister to France and Belgium (19301931). He was a representative in the General Assembly
(1946).
Oonn&lly, Tom (United States) (1877)
Connally has been a United States Senator from Texas
since 1929 and was formerly chairman of the Senate Commit
tee on Foreign Relations. He was a representative at the
San Francisco Conferenoe (1945) and in the General Assembly
(1946).
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Cordova, Roberto (Mexico)
Cordova ie a former member of the Mexloan-American
Claims Commission, and was legal counsellor at the Mexi
can embassy in Washington. He vas formerly ambassador
to Costa Rica and was a representative in the General
Assembly and Security Council (1946).
Dulles, John Foster (United States) (1888)
Dulles was a member of the United States delegation
at San Francisco (1945) and also at the Council of For
eign Ministers in London (1945) and Moscow (1947). He
is chairman of the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace. He was an alternate representative at the Gener
al Assembly's first session (1946) and a representative
at the second session (1947).
Duran-Ballen, Clemente (Ecuador) (1904)
Duran*Ballen is the Ecuadorian Consul-General in
Hew York. He was his country*s representative in the
General Assembly*a second session (1947).
Garcia Granados, Jorge (Guatemala) (1900)
Garcia Granados is a member of the Governing Board
of the Pan-American Union, and has been ambassador to
the United States since 1945. He was an alternate rep
resentative at the General Assembly (New York, 1946).
Gromyko, Andrei A. (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
(1909)
Gromyko is the Soviet deputy minister of Foreign
Affairs. He was ambassador to the United States and
minister to Cuba (1943-1946), chairman of the Soviet
delegation at Dumbarton Oaks (1944), and acting chair
man of the Soviet delegation at the San Francisco Con
ferenoe (1945). He was the Soviet representative in
the General Assembly (1946).
Hughes, Charles Evans (United States) (1863-1948)
Hughes was a United states Supreme Court justice,
and was appointed chief justice by President Hoover
(1930). (He was defeated for the presidency by Wood
row Wilson in 1916.) He served as secretary of state
in the Harding and Coolidge cabinets, was a member of
the Permanent Court of Arbitration and International
Justice, and was chairman of the United States delega
tion at the Sixth Pan-American Conferenoe (Havana, 1938)<
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Hull, Cordell (United States) (1871)
Hull was elected Senator from Tennessee (1931)^
resigning later (1933) in order to become secretary of
state, serving until his retirement (1944). He was
chairman of the United States delegation at the InterAmerican Conferenoe at Montevideo (1933), the XnterAmerioan Peace Conference in Buenos Aires (1936), the
Inter-American Conference at lima (1938) and the For
eign Ministers Conference in Havana (1940). He was a
delegate to the San Francisco Conference (1945).
Jouhauz, Leon (France) (1879}
Jouhaux was a former representative to the League
of Mations, and has been a member of the Gfoverzxing Board
of the International Labor Organisation since 1980. He
is president of the Economic Council of France and was a
representative at the General Assembly* s second session
(1947).
Eatz-Suchy, Julius (Poland) (1912)
Matz-Suchy worked in an English factory during
World War II. and became the Polish press attache in
London (1945). fie is counsellor in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, and was the secretary general to the
permanent Polish delegation to the United Mations (1946).
Kauffman, Henrik de (Denmark) (1888)
De Kauffman was secretary of the Mew York consulate
(1913-1915) and later minister to Italy, China, Japan,
Siam and Norway. He became minister to the United States
(1939) and was promoted to ambassador (1947). He was
chairman of the Danish delegations to the San Francisco
Conferenoe (1945) and to the General Assembly's second
session (1947).
Kiselev, Kuzma Venedictovich (Byelorussian Soviet Social
ist Republic) (1903)
Kiselev, a physician, is a deputy of the Supreme
Soviet of the Soviet Union and of Byelorussia. He is
also Byelorussian Peoples Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
fie was the chairman of the Byelorussian delegation to
the San Francisco Conference (1945) and also to the
General Assembly (1946).
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Koo, V. K. Wellington (China) (1888)
Koo was the Chinese minister of Foreign Affairs
(19339 1934, 1931), prime minister (1927), and a rep
resentative to the League of Hâtions Assembly and Counoll (1933-1939). He was ambassador to France (19361941), to the United Kingdom (1941-1946) and finally
to the United States (1946). He was chairman of the
Chinese delegation to the Dumbarton Oaks Conversations
(1944), representative In the General Assembly (1946)
and In the Security CounoU (1947).
Lange, Osoar (Poland) (1904)
Lange was formerly a lecturer at the Universities
of Michigan and California, and a professor of economics
at the University of Chicago (1938-1945). He was ambas
sador to the United States (1945-1947), Polish representa
tive in the Security Counoll, and in the General Assembly
(1946).
Lie, Trygve Halvdan (Norway) (1896)
Lie was the Norwegian minister of Justice (1935-1939),
Commerce (1939-1940), Shipping and Supply (1940), and For
eign Affairs (1941-1946). He was chairman of his country*s
delegation to the San Francisco Conference (1945) and also
in the General Assembly (1946). He became the first secre
tary-general of the United Nations (February 1, 1946).
Lopes, Alfonso (Colombia) (1886}
Lopes, educated In British and United States universi
ties, was minister to the United Kingdom (1931) and was
president of Colombia (1934-1938, 1942-1945). He was
chairman of the Colombian delegations at the Montevideo
Conference (1933) and at the General Assembly (1946-1947).
He was later a representative In the Security Council
(1947).
Lorldan, U.
(Belgium)
Loridan is chief of cabinet In the Belgian Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. He was an alternate representative
to the General Assembly at the first session (Hew York,
1946).
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liacEachen» Roberto Eduardo (Uruguay) (1899*
)
MacEacben #ae minister to Cuba (1940-1943)» the
United Kingdom (1943-1944), and became ambassador to
the United Kingdom in 1944# He was chairman of the
Uruguayan delegation to the General Assembly in London
(1946)#
Manuilsky, Dmitro Zakharvich (Ukrainian Soviet Social
ist Republic) (1883)
Manuilsky became commissar for Foreign Affairs in
1944. He was chairman of the Ukrainian delegation to the
San Francisco Conference (1945), and to the General Assem
bly (1946)# He was later chairman of the General Assem
bly's First Committee,
Muniz, Joao Carlos (Brazil) (1893}
Munis was minister to Cuba (1941-1942) and ambassa
dor to Ecuador (1942-1945). He is a member of the Govern
ing Board of the Pan-American Union and was a representa
tive to the General Assembly in Hew York (1946-1947).
Nieto del Rio, Felix (Chile) (1888)
Nieto del Bio was secretary at the embassies in
Washington and Brussels (1917-1926), and secretary to
the Chilean delegation to the League of Nations# He
was appointed special minister to Peru (1929) and be
came under secretary of Foreign Affairs (1930). He was
an ambassador to the Chaco Peace Conference (1935-1937)
and to Brazil (1936-1939). Ho was formerly a representa
tive on the Inter-American Juridical Commission, and is
now a member of the Governing Board of the Pan-American
Union. He was a representative at the San Francisco
Conference (1945) and was chairman of his country's dele
gation in the General Assembly (1946).
Padilla Nervo, Luis (Mexico) (1898)
Padilla Nervo has been in Mexican diplomatic service
since 1920. He was minister to the United States (19321934) and subsequently to El Salvador, Costa Rica, Panama,
Uruguay, Paraguay, The Netherlands, Denmark, and Cuba.
He was a delegate to the League of Nations (1938) and a
representative in the General Assembly (1946-1947) and
Security Council (1946).
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Ploon Lares, Roberto (Venezuela)
Picon Lares is the Venezuelan minister of Foreign
Relations, and vas the chairman of his country*s dele
gation at the General Assembly's first session (London,
1946).
Porras, Demetrio A. (Panama) (1897)
Porras is the Panamanian minister to Great Britain
and France. He is a former minister of state, and was
the Panamanian representative at the General Assembly
in London (1946).
Setalvad, M. 0. (India) (1884)
Setalvad was the Indian representative at the Gen^
eral Assembly's second session (1947). He was an alter
nate representative at the Security Council on consider
ation of the India-Pahistan question in 1948,
Shawoross, Sir Hartley (United Kingdom) (1902)
Shawoross has been a labor member of Parliament
since 1945. He was chief United Kingdom prosecutor for
investigation of charges against war criminals at N u m burg (1945), and was a representative at the General
Assembly's first and second sessions (1946-1947).
Soto del Corral, Dr. Jorge (Colombia) '
Dr. Soto del Corral was formerly minister of For
eign Affairs. He was the representative at the General
Assembly's first session (Hew York, 1946).
Spaak, Paul-Henri (Belgium) (1899)
Spaak has been a socialist deputy from Brussels
since 1932, foreign minister almost continuously since
1936, and premier (1938-1939). He was chairman of the
Belgian delegations at the General Assembly's first and
second sessions (1946-1947), and was Assembly president
at the first session. He was chairman of the Belgian
delegations at the Ban Francisco Conference (1945) and
at the Yalta Conference (1943).
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Stettialua» Edward R.^ Jr. (United States) (1900)
Stettinius, an Amerloan businessman associated with
the General Motors and United States Steel corporations,
was Lease-Lend administrator and special assistant to
President Roosevelt (1941-1943), under seoretary of state
(194^1944), and seoretary of state (1944-1945). He was
ohalrman at the Dumbarton Oaks Conversations (1944), and
was chairman of the United States delegation at the San
Francisco Conferenoe (1945).
Stevenson, Adlal E. (United States) (1900)
Stevenson was assistant to the seoretary of the navy
(1941-1944) and chief of the War Department Mission to
Europe (1944). He became assistant to the secretary of
state in 1945. He was an advisor to the United States
delegations at San Francisco (1945) and at the General
Assembly in London (1946), and he was a United States
representative in the General Assembly (1946-1947). He
has served as governor of the state of Illinois since
1948.
Stimson, Henry L. (United States) (1867)
Stimson was secretary of war (1911-1913), the prés
identes (Coolidge) special representative to Nicaragua
(1927), and governor-general of the Philippines (19271929). He served as seoretary of state (1929-1933) and
again as secretary of war (1940-1945).
Stolk, Carlos Eduardo (Venezuela) (1912)
Stolk is an international jurist and has been a rep
resentative on the Inter-American Neutrality Commission
since 1942. He was a representative in the General
Assembly in London (1946) and was chairman of his coun
try's delegation in New York (1946).
van Hoijen, J. H. (The Netherlands) (1905)
Van Hoijen began his diplomatic career in the lega
tion in Washington (1930-1932). He later became head of
the political division of The Netherlands Foreign Office
(1939), minister of State and Foreign Affairs (1945-1946),
and was appointed ambassador to Canada (1946). He was
the representative to the General Assembly (1946) and
chairman of The Netherlands delegation (1947).
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Woldt Terje (Horvay) (1899)
Wold is a lawyer and a Supreme Court judge. He is
ohairman of the Norwegian Foreign Relations Commission,
and was a representative in the General Assembly (1946;.
Zuloaga, Pedro (Venezuela) (1898}
Zuloaga is a graduate of the Harvard Law School and
has held various government posts since 1937. He was a
member of his country's delegation at the San Francisco
Conferenoe (1945)# and was a representative in the Gen
eral Assembly (1948).
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APPEIDIX I
Polaz2d:

Draft Resolution Calling Fox The Severance Of
Diplomatic Relations with Franco Spain.

November 1, 1946
The General Assembly recalls that on 9 February 1946,
without a dissenting vote, it condemned the Franco regime
in Spain, reaffirmed its exclusion from membership in the
IMited Nations in accordance with the decisions of San
Francisco and Potsdam, and called upon the Member States
to take this into account "in conducting their future re
lations with Spain."
In May and June, 1946, the Security Council conduct
ed an investigation of the possible further action to be
taken by the United Nations. The Sub-Committee charged
with the investigation found unanimouslys
"(a) In origin, nature, structure and general con
duct, the Franco regime is a Fascist regime pattern
ed on, and established largely as a result of aid
received from Hitler*s Nazi Germany and Mussolini's
Fascist Italy.
"(b) During the long struggle of the United Nations
against Hitler and Mussolini, Franco, despite con
tinued Allied protests, gave very substantial aid
to the enemy Powers. First, for example, from 1941
to 1945 the Blue Infantry Division, the Spanish Le
gion of Volunteers and the Salvador Air Squadron
fought against Soviet Russia on the Eastern Front.
Second, in the summer of 1940 Spain seized Tangier
in breach of international statute, and as a result
of Spain's maintaining a large army in Spanish
Korrocoo large numbers of Allied troops were im
mobilized in North Africa.
"(c) Incontrovertible documentary evidence estab
lishes that Franco was a guilty party, with Hitler
and Mussolini, in the conspiracy to wage war against
those countries which eventually in the course of
the world war became banded together as the United
Nations. It was part of the conspiracy that Franco's
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Poland:

Draft Résolution

(continued)

"full belligerency should be postponed until a time
to be mutually agreed upon."
The Sub-Oommittee also found that "the Spanish situa
tion is one which has already led to international friction"
and concluded that the existence and activities of the Franco
regime constitute a situation "likely to endanger the main
tenance of International peace and security." Since that
time the situation in Spain has deteriorated and continues,
increasingly, to disturb and endanger international rela
tions.
Therefore, the General Assembly recommends that each
Member of the United Mations terminate, forthwith, diplo
matic relations with the Franco regime.
The General Assembly expresses its deep sympathy to
the Spanish people. The General Assembly hopes and ex
pects that in consequence of this action the people of
Spain will regain the freedom of which they were deprived
with the aid and contrivance of Fascist Italy and Nazi
Germany. The General Assembly is convinced that the day
will come when it will be able to welcome a free Spain
into the community of the United Nations.
United Nations, General Assembly, Document A/c.l/24.
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APPSNDIX XI
Poland:

Draft Resolution Concerning The Exclusion Of The
Franco Government From Organs And Agencies Estab
lished By Or Connected With The United Nations.

November 1, 1946
Whereas the admission or participation of the Franco
Government in Spain in organs and agencies established by
or brought into relationship with the United Nations would
contravene the purpose and intent of the resolution of
9 February» 1946» excluding this government from member
ship in the United Nations;
The General Assembly recommends that the Franco
Government be barred from membership and participation
in any of the organs and agencies mentioned.
United Nations» General Assembly, Document A/C.I/25.
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ÂPPEKDIX III
The United States:

Draft Resolution On The Spanish Question.

December 2, 1946
The peoples of the United Nations, at San Franclsoo,
Potsdam and London condemned the Franco regime in Spain
and decided that, as long as that regime remains, Spain
may not be admitted to the United Nations.
The peoples of the United Nations assure the Spanish
people of their enduring sympathy and of the cordial wel
come awaiting them when circumstances enable them to be
admitted to the United Nations.
Therefore the General Assembly.
Convinced that the Franco Fascist Government of Spain,
which was Imposed by force upon the Spanish people with
the aid of the Axis powers and which gave material assis
tance to the Axis powers In the war, does not represent
the Spanish people, and by Its continued control of Spain
Is making Impossible the participation of the Spanish
people with the peoples of the United Nations In Inter
national affairs;
Recommends that the Franco Government of Spain be
debarred from membership In International agencies set
up at the Initiative of the United Nations, and from par
ticipation In conference or other activities which may be
arranged by the United Nations or by these agencies, un
til a new and acceptable government Is formed In Spain.
The General Assembly further.
Desiring to secure the participation of all peacelovlng peoples, Including people of Spain, in the com
munity of nations.
Recognizing that It is for the Spanish people to
settle the iorm of their government;
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United States:

Draft Resolution

(continued)

Places on record Its profound conviction that in
the interest of ëpain and of world co-operation the
people of Spain should give proof to the world that
they have a government which derives its authority from
the consent of the governed; and that to achieve that
end General Franco should surrender the powers of
government to a provisional government broadly rep
resentative of the Spanish people, committed to re
spect freedom of speech, religion, and assembly and
to the prompt holding of an election in which the
Spanish people, free from force and intimidation and
regardless of party, may express their will; and
Invites the Spanish people to establish the
eligibility of Spain for admission to the United
Rations.
United Rations, General Assembly, Document A/C.l/lOO.
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APPENDIX IV
Colombia:

Amendment To The Polish Draft Resolution On
Franco Spain

(undated}
Whereas The General Assembly, at the first part of
its first session held at London, adopted on 9 February
1946 the following resolution:
"1, The Geneytl Assembly recalls that the San
Francisco Conference adopted a resolution accord
ing to which paragraph 2 of Article 4 of Chapter II
of the United Nations Charter *cannot apply to
States whose regimes have been installed with the
help of armed forces of countries which have fought
against the United Nations so long as these regimes
are in power. *
*2. The General Assembly recalls that at the Pots
dam Conference the Governments of the United King
dom, the United States of America and the Soviet
Uhion stated that they would not support a request
for admission to the United Nations of the present
Spanish Government *which having been founded with
the support of the Axis Powers, in view of its
origins, its nature, its record and its close asso
ciation with the aggressor States, does not possess
the necessary qualifications to justify its admis
sion. *
"3. The General Assembly, in endorsing these two
statements, recommends that the Members of the
United Nations should act in accordance with the
letter and the spirit of these statements in the
conduct of their future relations with Spain.*
Whereas a great many of the Members of the United
Nations do not maintain diplomatic relations with Spain
and various others are prepared to suspend such relations;
and
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Colombia:

Amendment

(continued)

TSfbereaa it baa been proposed to this General Assem
bly that it"should reoommend to all Members of the United
Mations which have not yet done so that they should sever
their diplomatic and economic relations with the Franco
regime in Spain forthwith; and
Whereas it is a fact that the political and social
conditions which gave rise to and justify the declarations
made at San Francisco, Potsdam and London are still pre
vailing in Spain; and
Whereas. however. Article 4 of the Charter of the
United Mations lays down that membership in the United
Mations is open, not only to original members of the
Organisation, but also to all those which accept the
obligations contained in the Charter, and, in the judg
ment of the Organization, are able and willing to carry
out these obligations; and
Whereas, in accordance with Article 55 of the Char
ter, the United Mations shall promote universal respect
for and observance of human rights and fundamental free
doms for all without distinction of race, sex, language
or religion.
Therefore the General Assembly resolves:
1. To express its wish that the Government and
people of Spain should seek and find the method of
bringing into being, by peaceful means, within the
shortest possible time and in accordance with the
principles and purposes and the Charter of the United
Mations, the new social and political conditions neces
sary to enable Spain to be admitted as a Member of the
Organization;
2. To recommend to the Latin-American Republics
that they should offer to the Government of Spain their
good offices, should the latter think them useful in
order to achieve the purposes of this resolution;
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Colombia:

Amendment

(continued)

To defer until the meeting of the next General
Aasembly the diecusaion and adoption of the resolution
proposed by the delegation of Poland as well aa the
amendment proposed by the delegation of the Byelorussian
83E.
United Nations$ General Assembly» Dooument A/C*1/102*
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APPENDIX 7
fourth &ub»Committee:

Draft Resolution

The peoples of the United Nations, at San Franoisoo,
Potsdam and London condemned the Franco regime in Spain
and decided that as long as that regime remains, Spain
may not be admitted to the United Nations.
The General Assembly in its resolution of 9 February
1946 recommended that the Members of the United Nations
should act in accordance with the letter and the spirit
of the declarations of San Francisco and Potsdam.
The peoples of the United Nations assure the Spanish
people of their enduring sympathy and of the cordial wel
come awaiting them when circumstances enable them to be
admitted to the United Nations.
The General Assembly recalls that in May and June
1946, the Security Council conducted an investigation of
the possible further action to be taken by the United
Nations.
The Sub-Committee charged with the investigation
found unanimously:
"(a) In origin, nature, structure and general con
duct, the Franco regime is a Fascist regime pattern
ed on, and established largely aa a result of aid
received from Hitler*s Nasi Germany and Mussolini*s
Fascist Italy.
"(b) During the long struggle of the United Nations
against Hitler and Mussolini, Franco, despite con
tinued Allied protests, gave very substantial aid
to the enemy Powers. First, for example, from 1941
to 1945 the Blue Infantry Division, the Spanish
Legion of Volunteers and the Salvador Air Squadron
fought against Soviet Russia on the Eastern front.
Second, in the summer of 1940 Spain seized Tangier
in breach of international statute, and aa a result
of Spain maintaining an army in Spanish Morocco
large numbers of Allied troops were immobilized in
North Africa.
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Fourth Sub-Committee:

Draft Resolution

(continued)

*(o) Incontrovertible documentary evidence estab
lishes that Franco was a guilty party» with Hitler
and Mussolini» in the conspiracy to wage war against
those countries which eventually in the course of
the world war became banded together as the United
Nations. It was part of the oonspiracy that Franco’s
full belligerency should be postponed until a time
to be mutually agreed upon. "
The General Assembly,
Convinced that the Franco Fascist Government of
Spain which irâks imposed by force upon the Spanish people
with the aid of the Axis powers and which gave material
assistance to the Axis Powers in the war, does not rep
resent the Spanish people» and by its continued control
of Spain is making impossible the participation of the
Spanish people with the peoples of the United Nations in
international affairs;
Recommends that the Franco Government of Spain be
debarreTTriSa^fflembership in international agencies es
tablished by or brought into relationship with the United
Nations» and from participation in conference or other
activities which may be arranged by the United Nations
or by these agencies» until a new and acceptable govern
ment is formed in Spain.
The General Assembly
F a t h e r , desiring to secure the participation of all
peace-loving peoples» including the people of Spain» in
the community of nations» and
Inasmuch aa the United Nations» by the action they
took in San Francisco» in Potsdam» in London» and more
recently in Lake Success» have in fact collectively re
fused to maintain diplomatic relations with the present
Spanish regime » and
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Draft Resolution

(continued)

Further recommends that the States Members of the
United Mations report to the Secretary-General and to
the next Assembly what action they have taken in accor
dance with this recommendation.
United Mations# General Assembly, Document A/C.1/128.
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APPENDIX VI
Poland:

Draft Resolution

May 11, 1949
The General Assembly
1. Recalling the solemn pronounoements of the peoples
of the United Nations in San Francisco, the pronouncements
made at the Potsdam and London Conferences as.well as the
declarations of France, the United Kingdom and the United
States of America in March 1946, condemning the Franco
regime in Spain, and the resolutions of the General As
sembly of 12 December 1946 (39 (I)) and 17 November 1947
(114 ÏII));
2. Considering that the Sub-Committee of the Secur
ity Council investigating the Spanish situation found, and
the General Assembly reaffirmed, that the Franco regime was
a fascist regime patterned on and established largely as a
result of aid received from Hitler's Nazi Germany and Mus
solini's Fascist Italy, and that during the long struggle
of the United Nations against Hitler and Mussolini, Franco
despite continued Allied protest, gave substantial aid to
the enemy Powers, and that Franco was a guilty party to
gether with Hitler and Mussolini in the conspiracy to wage
war against the United Nations;
3* Convinced that the Franco Fascist Government
which was imposed by force on the Spanish people with
the aid of the Axis Powers does not represent the Span
ish people;
4. Recalling the long sufferings of the Spanish
people unSer the tyranny of the Franco fascist regime
and their deprivation of all human and basic freedoms;
5. Taking into consideration that the situation
in Spain has become worse since the date of the adop
tion of the resolution of the General Assembly of 17
November 1947, and that the fascist regime of Franco
has continued its policy of persecution of democratic
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Poland:

Draft Resolution

(continued)

elements in Spain as exemplified by the execution and im
prisonment without court proceedings or investigation of
many tens of thousands of democrats including thousands
of Spanish women $ that during the same period the fascist
Government has imprisoned many hundreds of democratic
leaders of Spain;
6. Recalling the unfailing sympathy of all the demo
cratic nations tox the Spanish people in their sufferings
and in their struggle for freedom, as well as the duty of
the United Rations to aid the Spanish people;
7. Hoting that the Government of the United States,
the Unite(i Kingdom and several other countriss in viola
tion of the resolutions of the General Assembly of 12 De
cember 1946 and 17 November 1947, have continued to
strengthen their political and economic relations with
Franco Spain, thereby preventing the establishment of a
democratic regime in Spain;
8. Considering that the failure of the Members of
the United Rations to implement the above enumerated
pronounoements, declarations and resolutions would con
stitute a flagrant violation of the high principles and
purposes of the Charter of the United Nations, under
mine international confidence, and would convince the
Spanish people that they are being abandoned by the
United Nations,
9. Calls upon the Members of the United Nations
to comply^witE the letter and spirit of the above
enumerated pronouncements, declarations and resolu
tions;
10. RecommendB that all Members of the United Na
tions should as a first step forthwitti cease to export
to Spain arms and ammunition as well as all warlike and
strategic material;
11. Recommends that all the Members of the United
Nations should refrain from entering into any agreements
or treaties with Franco Spain both formally and ^ facto;
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Poland:

Draft Resolution

(continued)

12. Reaffirms that upon the establishment of a demooratlo government in Spain in accordance with the above
enumerated pronouncements» declarations and resolutions,
the United Dations will look forward to welcoming Spain
to membership in the United Rations and its specialized
agencies and affiliated organizations;
13. Sxpresses confidence that the Security Council
will have toe situation in Spain under its continuous
observation and will fulfill its responsibilities in
regard to this situation in accordance with the prin
ciples of the Charter.
United Nations, General Assembly, Document A/860.
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